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ABSTRACT
ONLINE SYNTHESIS OF SPECULATIVE BUILDING INFORMATION MODELS FOR
ROBOT MOTION PLANNING
Armon Shariati
Camillo J. Taylor
Autonomous mobile robots today still lack the necessary understanding of indoor environments for making informed decisions about the state of the world beyond their immediate
field of view. As a result, they are forced to make conservative and often inaccurate assumptions about unexplored space, inhibiting the degree of performance being increasingly
expected of them in the areas of high-speed navigation and mission planning. In order to
address this limitation, this thesis explores the use of Building Information Models (BIMs)
for providing the existing ecosystem of local and global planning algorithms with informative compact higher-level representations of indoor environments. Although BIMs have
long been used in architecture, engineering, and construction for a number of different purposes, to our knowledge, this is the first instance of them being used in robotics. Given
the technical constraints accompanying this domain, including a limited and incomplete
set of observations which grows over time, the systems we present are designed such that
together they produce BIMs capable of providing explanations of both the explored and
unexplored space in an online fashion. The first is a SLAM system that uses the structural
regularity of buildings in order to mitigate drift and provide the simplest explanation of
architectural features such as floors, walls, and ceilings. The planar model generated is then
passed to a secondary system that then reasons about their mutual relationships in order
to provide a water-tight model of the observed and inferred freespace. Our experimental
results demonstrate this to be an accurate and efficient approach towards this end.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Upon entering a building we have never visited, our brain readily anticipates (at least
roughly) where any adjacent hallway may lead. We are readily able to disentangle vast
amounts of clutter from the room layout. We can recognize objects even in the face of
severe occlusion and reason about their spatial extent. More fascinating still is how our
understanding of the space and our ability to speculate continues to improve as we move
through it. It is our understanding of indoor spaces as human beings which provides us with
the necessary context for inferring the nature of space beyond our field of view. Given a
door, we can be reasonably certain it leads to another hallway or room. When approaching
an intersection of two hallways, we expect them to continue even though we may not be able
to see around the corner. Barring the possibility we find ourselves in a Hollywood movie,
we do not think to look for an exit behind a book case or under a table. Unfortunately,
this level of intelligence is still grossly lacking in autonomous mobile robots today, which
greatly degrades the high degree of performance expected of them.
In this dissertation, we aim to bridge this gap by providing robots with the ability to incrementally construct water-tight models of the buildings in which they operate, which includes
the position and extent of all walls, floors, ceilings, and doors, as well as objects from a
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small set of classes. These models, often referred to as Building Information Models (BIMs)
(Tang et al., 2010) have often been used in architecture, engineering, and construction for
visualization, design, and space planning (Administration, 2003), but to the extent of our
knowledge, have not been used in the context of robotics. We assert that equipped with
these compact higher-level representations of the environment, existing motion planning
algorithms can be made more efficient and robust, as BIMs not only provide a semantic
understanding of disjoint spaces, such as rooms and hallways, but also provide an intuitive
prior for inferring the presence of various structures beyond the visible portions of the scene.
We proceed by constructing a structure-aware Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) system, described in Chapter 3, which uses infinite layout planes as landmarks
for mapping. After detecting, associating, and localizing the different planes, they are
then passed to an algorithm, presented in Chapter 4, which reasons about their mutual
relationships in order to bound and infer freespace corresponding to distinct rooms and
hallways, producing a best estimate for the building information. We will see that by
providing this algorithm with an understanding of structural continuity in the form of
planes, it is able to hallucinate regions of space that are occluded or yet to be explored.
The efficacy of our system will be evaluated qualitatively on its ability to produce BIMs
which are compact, flexible, and descriptive, and quantitatively on its computational speed
and the accuracy of its estimated layouts.

1.1

Problem Statement

Input: A sequence of depth and/or intensity images {(Idepth , Iintensity )(i) }i=1,...,n as keyframes,
alongside initial estimates of frame-to-frame motion {G(i) = (R, t)(i) }i=1,...,n−1 .
Output: A complete Building Information Model (BIM), which includes:
• A set of disjoint polyhedral regions R, where each region is defined by a set of 3D
layout planes P = {πj } bounding the inferred freespace it spans and a class label s
denoting the region type, i.e. room or corridor;
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• A set of objects O = {ok }, each parameterized by its bounding box width w, height
h, length l, center (mx , my , mz ), and orientation (φ, ψ, θ), that respects real-world
physics (no interpenetration with the layout or other objects), as well as its object
class label s;
• A set of doorways D, each parameterized by its width w, height h, and center (mx , my ),
embedded within a unique plane π with which it is associated;
Observe that this representation fits neatly in conventional mapping-planning frameworks,
as transforming a BIM to the corresponding voxel map representation amounts to simple
discrete spatial sampling.

1.2

Motivation

Many advanced high-speed autonomous systems today, including the Fast Lightweight Autonomy platform (FLA) developed by our own research group (Mohta et al., 2018), continue
to rely on costly overparameterizations of space such as voxel grids. This is primarily due
to the flexibility they provide. Making no assumptions about the environment, voxel grids
are easily updated through a simple ray tracing procedure of the 3D points provided by
onboard visual sensors. However, these representations are not only resource intensive, but
also suffer several other major shortcomings which fetter performance.
Chief among them is that extrapolating spatial structure beyond the range of the onboard
sensors can perceive is challenging due to the inherent complexity of such models. Without
this faculty and no prior map to rely on, even the most advanced planning systems are
forced to make inaccurate and unhelpful assumptions that naturally either compromise the
safety or inhibit the performance of these robotic systems. Typically, if speed is a priority
then one often assumes that unobserved space is free, but this often results in dangerous
and unsustainable behavior. Alternatively, one may assume that the unobserved space is
occupied if safety is the primary concern, however, prohibitively cautious behavior tends
to occur as a result. An example of such a performance degradation can be seen in Figure
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1: Implicit safety constraints can cause a robot to decrease its speed from 4 m/s in
(a) down to 1 m/s in (b) as it approaches a blind corner such as this one. Alternatively, we
would like to leverage what we understand about the environment in order to provide the
planner with a prediction of what could lie ahead so that it may commit to a trajectory
with a constant speed into the unknown with a well informed notion of risk as seen in (c)
(Richter et al., 2018).
1, where a robot must drastically reduce its speed as it approaches a blind corner in order
to ensure its safety. Ultimately, we would like our robots to understand enough about the
environment so that they may balance speed and risk intelligently.
A naive approach in attempting to build such a predictive system would be to try and
directly model an accurate prior distribution over the probabilistic space of all real-world
environments. This alone is an incredibly challenging undertaking due to the high dimensionality of even modest sized occupancy maps and the richness of natural and made-made
environments. The approach demonstrated by Richter et al. (Richter et al., 2018), proposes
to address the problem in planning space by learning a mapping from images to actions. In
contrast, we recognize that the set of maps corresponding to environments we would expect
to see does not evenly cover the space of possible maps. There is in fact an abundance
of structure and a good degree of foreseeable patterns in real-world environments which
induces dependencies between observations and reduces the probabilistic space to a set of
concentrated regions.
Another limitation of voxel grids which we seek to address is that the use of ray tracing for
updating voxel occupancy creates a dependence on the quality of the given sensor providing
the 3D points for producing accurate maps of the environment. Unfortunately, in practice
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even the highest quality sensors are subject to noise, which yields discontinuous non-smooth
surfaces. More detrimental still for motion planning are the phantom obstacles that are
often introduced as well. These phantom obstacles, which arise from phase ambiguities, can
greatly compromise safety when navigating in sensitive areas such as doorways. We assert
that higher-level representations can be used to mitigate noise through the regularization
effect provided by abstraction.
In addition to the limitations imposed by the use of voxel grids at the local planning level,
the absence of a semantically meaningful map representation means that global planning
problems, which should be in the form of “find a path from Room 1 to Room 2” take the
form of “find a path from coordinate (x1 , y1 , z1 ) to (x2 , y2 , z2 )”. Notice that the former leads
to a more functional view of space, in that doorways and adjacent corridors act as natural
transitions between disjoint rooms. In principle, this should lead to more efficient paths
as the system can now avoid common pitfalls such as planning a path through occluded
room boundaries. Observe that this is not a problem which is easily overcome with a simple
semantic segmentation of the voxel map.

1.3

Challenges

In order to serve as an effective holistic solution to the problem at hand, our system must be
able to perform the following three tasks concurrently: (1) localize objects in 3D; (2) model
building infrastructure; and (3) integrate these estimates from each frame into a consistent
water-tight 3D model of both the observed and unobserved space over time. However, each
of these components in isolation faces its own set of obstacles.
Although much research has been done in the vein of 3D object detection over the past
decade, indoor environments pose several unique obstacles to even state of the art detectors. In the face of excessive clutter, for instance, it becomes more difficult to disentangle
different object instances due to different objects occluding one another. This effect is
further compounded by the amodal nature of first-person perception, which introduces additional self-occlusions. The objects contained within indoor environments can also span a
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large number of classes, each with a potentially large degree of intra-class variation between
different instances.
Constructing BIMs typically involves approximating the building structure using sets of
constrained geometric primitives such as lines and planes, where the constraints arise from
different assumptions made about how the building layout is expected to unfold. However,
despite the highly regular structural patterns among buildings, variations and pathological
cases may still exist. In which case, overly constrained or simplified models may no longer
be able to adequately capture the richness of the space. Clutter also factors into layout
estimation as it typically accumulates around the edges of room boundaries, which makes
extracting individual layout components for approximation difficult. Moreover, supposing
that different components can be easily detected and approximated, constructing a complete
model of the environment online, with only limited information, remains a challenging
problem.
Integrating 3D measurements across multiple fields of view has fortunately been a long
studied problem. However, despite the advances made in SLAM, the issue of data association has received limited attention. Without a means for robustly associating observations
in one frame to those seen at another point in time, the possibility of a false alignment
or incorrect loop closure, which can irrevocably mar the correctness of the reconstruction,
remains ever present. This problem is made more difficult in the presence of drift, which
places different observations of the same landmark at different positions. Although certain
landmarks are highly distinct, others, such as planar surfaces corresponding to walls, floors,
or ceilings, often lack visibly distinguishable characteristics. One solution may be to detect
sufficient spatial overlap between sequential frames, however, how does one associate different observations over extended gaps in time besides using a distance-based heuristic? This
further suggests that in order for a system to be a robust solution for the task at hand, it
must be able to revise past decisions in the light of new information.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

2.1

Building Information Modeling

Given a complete set of registered point cloud scans of a building interior, methods for
constructing Building Information Models (BIMs) aim to extract all the major architectural
components including walls, floors, ceilings, and sometimes doors and windows; effectively
compressing the information contained in the point cloud into a compact water-tight model
of the environment that requires few parameters to encode (Tang et al., 2010). These
models are often used to support some task in architecture, engineering, or construction,
such as visualization during design, detecting construction errors, and simulation and space
planning during facility management (Administration, 2003). However, in this thesis we
will explore their use for robot navigation and planning.
As indoor environments typically conform to a highly regular structure, constructing BIMs
is typically achieved by approximating layout components with a set of geometric primitives
such as lines, planes, and cuboids. Although true BIMs are supposed to be three dimensional, we consider methods for constructing 2D floor plans as a subset of scan-to-BIM
systems.
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2.1.1

Floor Plan Models

Arguably the simplest model for indoor environments are floor plans. Given that floor plans
model a 2D projection of the space, line segments are often used to approximate the location
of walls (Okorn et al., 2010; Turner and Zakhor, 2014; Cabral and Furukawa, 2014). Okorn
et al. filter points corresponding to the floor and ceiling, project the remaining points to
the ground plane, and then detect line segments using a Hough transform in a histogram
of point densities (Okorn et al., 2010). Cabral and Furukawa follow a similar approach, but
instead of using a Hough transform, they compute a shortest path over points to detect
wall boundaries (Cabral and Furukawa, 2014).
Although these methods may produce a model from which a human may infer freespace,
a collection of line segments alone cannot explicitly provide this level of understanding. In
order for a system to do so, it must be able to reason at the level of rooms (Turner and
Zakhor, 2014; Liu et al., 2018a; Luperto et al., 2019). (Turner and Zakhor, 2014) perform
room segmentation after triangulating boundary points with scanner positions. In (Liu
et al., 2018a), the authors demonstrate a less engineered method than those mentioned
so far by taking a data driven approach using the latest advancements in deep learning
(Liu et al., 2018a). They first train a network to predict the locations of various types
of corners in a map of projected point density image, which are then grouped together to
form rooms using a linear program. Although their system displays impressive results in
producing complete floor plans, which even include object models, acquiring detailed floor
plan models in real-world environments for supervised training can be time consuming and
expensive. Luperto et al. are among a few that have begun addressing the problem of
predicting layout given only partial observations though take a more traditional approach
starting from line segments denoting walls and then estimating room boundaries (Luperto
et al., 2019).
In summary, while floor plans are among the most succinct representation for a building,
their fundamental limitation is their inability to represent 3D space.
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2.1.2

3D Building Models

Addressing the limitations of 2D floor plans, numerous methods have proposed for approximating the complete 3D space.
As indoor environments typically conform to a highly planar structure, sets of oriented
planes are a natural choice for modeling the planar surfaces inherent in indoor environments
(Hähnel et al., 2003; Thrun et al., 2004; Furukawa et al., 2009a; Sinha et al., 2009; Chauve
et al., 2010; Budroni and Boehm, 2010; Sanchez and Zakhor, 2012; Vanegas et al., 2012;
Xiong et al., 2013; Mura et al., 2014; Oesau et al., 2014; Monszpart et al., 2015; Ochmann
et al., 2016; Armeni et al., 2016). A relatively straightforward approach is to directly fitting
planes to point cloud data by region growing (Hähnel et al., 2003; Chauve et al., 2010),
RANSAC (Sanchez and Zakhor, 2012), or detecting peaks in histograms of point density
(Sinha et al., 2009). Although these methods yield a reasonable approximation, without
some form of regularization to bound model complexity in terms of the number of planes
(Thrun et al., 2004) general unconstrained planar models such as these are susceptible to
noise from clutter. Furthermore, they do not easily lend themselves to interpretation. Given
a set of arbitrarily oriented planes it may be challenging to infer which truly correspond to
walls, floors, and ceilings, and which simply arise from clutter.
In order to reduce model complexity, increase robustness to clutter, and provide greater
understanding, it is useful to leverage prior knowledge concerning the regularity of indoor
environments in order to impose constraints on plane orientations and their mutual relationships. Assuming walls are typically aligned to one of two orthogonal axis, i.e a Manhattan
World (Coughlan and Yuille, 1999), is a common approach to this end (Furukawa et al.,
2009a; Budroni and Boehm, 2010; Vanegas et al., 2012; Xiong et al., 2013; Mura et al.,
2014; Oesau et al., 2014; Monszpart et al., 2015; Armeni et al., 2016). After detecting this
Manhattan frame, Budroni and Boehm use two planar sweeps, one for each orthogonal axis,
in order to find the offset of dominant vertical walls (Budroni and Boehm, 2010). Instead
of detecting a single activation meant to correspond with a single wall surface, Armeni
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et al. use a bank of convolutional filters to detect a volumetric wall signature: two peaks in
the 1D histogram of point density, which corresponds to two surfaces bounding void space
(Armeni et al., 2016). We note that they are among the few that also focus on modeling
object-layout relationships in their BIMs (Armeni et al., 2019). In (Vanegas et al., 2012),
the authors propose using a set of predefined shape templates in order to classify points in
local neighborhoods as belonging to a Manhattan-aligned wall, corner, or edge, and then
clustering groups of similarly labeled points to recover the greater geometry of the building. Xiong et al. detect planar patches in a voxel grid, after discretizing the input point
cloud, and then classify each patch as wall, floor, ceiling, or clutter using a context-based
machine learning algorithm (Xiong et al., 2013). The approach most similar to our own in
the context of constrained plane detection is the work of Monszpart et al.. Formulating the
problem of modeling as one of model selection, their system detects the minimum set of
planes required to explain the observations (Monszpart et al., 2015). In contrast to our approach however, they perform their search over the space of all possible models enumerated
explicitly, whereas we search over the space of enumerated correspondences.
Observe that much like how a collection of line segments alone cannot represent freespace
in the case of floor plans, a collection of planes alone cannot represent freespace in the
3D setting. However, both lines and planes are still useful as they can be used as a guide
for volumetric reasoning. Mura et al. first project and cluster detected planar patches to
form a set of a representative lines partitioning the space into a cell complex, then compute
diffusion distances to cluster grid cells into separate rooms (Mura et al., 2014). Oesau et al.
follow a similar approach, except that their lines are extracted from a 2D projection of
points (Oesau et al., 2014). In (Ochmann et al., 2016), the authors continue to build upon
these previous works to model wall thickness and the mutual arrangements of neighboring
rooms. Note than this space partitioning approach is non-recursive, as compared to the
familiar binary space partitioning scheme (Chauve et al., 2010). Ultimately, their approach
to modeling freespace is to label all cells in the cell complex as either free or occupied.
Instead of this standard labeling scheme, Furukawa et al. propose labeling cells in a voxel
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grid as either on the interior of the bounding surface, or the exterior (Furukawa et al.,
2009a). Xiao and Furukawa use lines to enumerate rectangles and subsequently cuboids
to cover groups of free voxels in a scheme called Constructive Solid Geometry (Xiao and
Furukawa, 2014). Although we explore a similar greedy algorithm, we make two major
modifications in order to enable our system to perform speculation into unexplored regions
of the environment. The first is that our cuboids are enumerated based on infinite layout
planes, which extend beyond our field of view, instead of finite segments. And second,
our cost function for a given cover does not penalize cuboids that encompass unobserved
voxels. As a part of our future proposed work, we also seek to generalize our model based
on cuboid primitives to include convex polygons. In (Mura et al., 2016), the authors detect
planar patches and then use a ceiling-to-floor structural grammar to constrain the structural
relationships between adjacent planes in order to recover individual rooms. This approach
has been demonstrated to provide a significant amount of robustness as it is able to utilize
local appearance information and global geometric information for inference. We note that
(Mura et al., 2016) is the only approach capable of recovering a complete 3D representation
of the space, as opposed to the more standard 2.5D representation which assumes floors
and ceilings are always orthogonal to the gravity vector. While Ikehata et al. also utilize a
structural grammar, except in their case for inferring the relative arrangements of rooms,
they perform volumetric segmentation of rooms prior to estimating wall boundaries (Ikehata
et al., 2015), much like (Jung et al., 2018).
Although it produces a more complex mesh representation and, in practice, is better thought
of an extension of the scene completion methods to be discussed in Section 2.2 as opposed
to a method for building information modeling, the work of Dai et al. is worth noting as
it may signal the introduction of deep learning towards solving the scan-to-BIM problem
as the scalability of 3D learning continues to improve (Dai et al., 2018). Their method
performs a semantic segmentation of the voxels and demonstrates a reasonable capacity for
filling in large missing spatial extents in 3D scans.
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2.1.3

Summary

Over the years these scan-to-BIM methods have continued to improve in terms of robustness
(Liu et al., 2018a) and accuracy (Jung et al., 2018) in constructing compact representations
of indoor environments. However, in contrast to the methods thus described, with the
exception of a few (Thrun et al., 2004), our primary goal is to synthesize BIMs for robotic
applications, which in turn imposes constraints and requirements not often recognized in
this current body of literature.
The most important of which is the requirement that our system be able synthesize BIMs
given only the types of incomplete sequential measurements collected during robotic exploration. While a small body of research is beginning to emerge which includes online
interactive floor plan generation using mobile devices (Angladon et al., 2018), to our knowledge all of the methods for large-scale automatic BIM construction are designed as batch
systems requiring all of the relevant data be available at once. In contrast, our solution
must be able to revise and update the model as new information becomes available in a
timely manner.
The second major requirement of a scan-to-BIM system for it to be useful for path planning
is that it needs to provide an explicit representation of free and occupied space. Moreover,
the system must be able to not only infer the nature of unobserved space that arises from
occlusion due to amodal perception, but it must also actively speculate as to the presence
of freespace beyond the range of the given set of measurements. Although methods such
as (Chauve et al., 2010; Oesau et al., 2014; Mura et al., 2014; Xiao and Furukawa, 2014;
Turner and Zakhor, 2014; Ikehata et al., 2015; Armeni et al., 2016, 2019; Mura et al., 2016;
Ochmann et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2018a; Jung et al., 2018) model freespace, they do not
reason outside the observed boundaries of the space. The only structural elements used to
bound the freespace are those that are directly seen and are the only ones that appear in the
final model. Though methods for predicting 2D layout beyond a field of view (Luperto et al.,
2019) and large-scale 3D scene inpainting (Dai et al., 2018) have begun to appear in the
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literature, the problem thus far has received limited attention from the broader community.
The idea of using infinite layout planes as a ghost prior for anticipating the location of
occluded walls is proposed in (Liu et al., 2001) and (Chauve et al., 2010). However, our
contribution is to extend this intuition for inferring the presence of entire volumetric entities
such as rooms, given only partial observations of its bounding segments.
Other more minor requirements include the ability of the scan-to-BIM system to construct
representations of multi-floor buildings and to include doors in the final model. As is the
case with almost all sensing modalities, laser scanners are susceptible to noise, which can
result in them producing phantom obstacles in the form of spurious points in the point
cloud. If a robot is in the process of navigating through a doorway, these noisy points
can significantly degrade performance as the robot can be made to believe there is no gap
large enough for it to traverse through. We believe including an explicit representation of
doorways in the manner of (Xiong et al., 2013; Ikehata et al., 2015; Ochmann et al., 2016;
Jung et al., 2018) can provide a greater degree of robustness in performing such tasks.

2.2

3D Indoor Scene Understanding

3D understanding of indoor scenes from a single view has long been at the forefront of
computer vision research. While most methods are often focused entirely on either object
detection or layout estimation, in recent years much effort has been expended in approaches
which estimate both jointly. Unlike the methods in Section 2.1, which take a complete set
of registered building scans as input, those presented here process a single RGB, panoramic
RGB, or RGBD image captured at an unknown pose, and are primarily focused on maximizing what can be understood of the scene given the limited scope. Due to the nature of
this type of data, these system must also contend with occlusion due to amodal perception.
Furthermore, while most scan-to-BIM methods typically treat clutter as noise, many of the
methods discussed here often model objects explicitly.
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2.2.1

Object Detection

Detecting objects in 2D images had long been an open problem since the early 2000’s (Viola
and Jones, 2001) until the seminal work of Girshick et al. (Girshick et al., 2014). While
many early techniques garnered much success using hand-crafted features in tandem with
traditional machine learning (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010), modern state of the art approaches,
such as Faster-RCNN (Ren and Sudderth, 2016), YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016), and MaskRCNN (He et al., 2017), rely on end-to-end deep neural networks; many of which build
upon the original RCNN system (Girshick et al., 2014). For the sake of brevity, we provide
only a cursory review of these methods here.
Unfortunately, many of these methods are limited to producing only 2D bounding boxes.
Although there exist monocular approaches capable of generating 3D object detections
(Tekin et al., 2018), and even those that can do so to-scale using additional context and size
priors of semantic classes (Chen et al., 2016), the problem is typically more difficult without
additional geometric information. As a result, systems for 3D object detection are typically
designed assuming RGBD information is available; leveraging the depth information they
provide. Among the first of these systems is that of Song and Xiao, who use a sliding window
approach for detecting objects in the 3D point cloud (Song and Xiao, 2014). Of course,
given the dimensionality of the space, this technique is rather slow (25 min × number of
object categories). Despite the increase in performance and efficiency in their follow up
work which utilizes a trained Region Proposal Network (RPN), inference time is still takes
about 20 seconds for each forward pass (Song and Xiao, 2016). In (Gupta et al., 2015), the
authors propose an alternative approach which entails aligning 3D CAD models to a 2D
instance segmentation mask computed using (Gupta et al., 2014). They are the first to note
that using 2D information in order to constrain the 3D search is both more efficient and
accurate than reasoning in the 3D space directly. Lahoud and Ghanem leverage the same
insight to design a system that uses Faster-RCNN (Ren and Sudderth, 2016) to compute
a 2D bounding box, which in turn defines a frustum in a point cloud within which they
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regress an oriented 3D bounding box (Lahoud and Ghanem, 2017). This methodology of
leveraging mature technologies for 2D bounding box detection as a seed for 3D bounding box
regression has increasingly become standard for detecting 3D objects at arbitrary heights
(Qi et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018). These later methods have achieved state of the art results
using network architectures which operate directly on point clouds (Qi et al., 2017). While
some have proposed regressing 3D bounding boxes using the 2.5D RGBD representation,
instead of converting the depth information into a point cloud first and losing local geometry
(Deng and Latecki, 2017; Luo et al., 2017), others have argued that these techniques may
be vulnerable to foreground noise and occlusion. A lighter-weight alternative, which can be
thought of integrating the two approaches, is to integrate multi-view information from both
the 2D forward view and the 2D Birds-Eye-View (BEV) perspective for 3D regression (Chen
et al., 2017). Though these methods are limited to only detecting objects on the ground
plane, this can be an acceptable assumption within certain contexts such as autonomous
driving.
While appearance information from RGB images is quite useful for discerning smaller objects amongst clutter, given a few semantic classes corresponding to objects of a larger size,
the geometric information available from point clouds has been demonstrated to be sufficient
for robust 3D detection, particularly in the context of autonomous driving (Simon et al.,
2018; Zhou and Tuzel, 2018). While the work of Simon et al., demonstrates a real-time approach using a Birds-Eye-View projection of the point cloud as input to a modified YOLO
detector (Redmon et al., 2016), it assumes all objects reside on the ground plane (Simon
et al., 2018). Meanwhile, VoxelNet (Zhou and Tuzel, 2018) imposes no such restriction.
The primary drawback of their approach however is that they must first convert the sparse
point cloud into a voxel grid, which is not only memory intensive, but requires greater care
during training the CNN weights due to the large number of empty voxels. The state of the
art among pure point cloud based approaches can be found in (Wang et al., 2018), where
the authors train a PointNet (Qi et al., 2017) architecture for instance segmentation by
learning a similarity matrix relating points.
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2.2.2

Layout Estimation

While they are not designed specifically for modeling indoor layouts, methods such as
(Hoiem et al., 2005a,b; Saxena et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2018b) provide valuable insight as
to how appearance information from a single RGB image can be used to infer geometric
properties of arbitrary planar scenes. These models are among the most complex discussed
as they are intended to represent less structured environments. The pioneering work of
Hoiem et al. propose learning appearance based models of geometric classes in order to label
major surfaces such as building facades and the ground plane and infer their orientation in
the image (Hoiem et al., 2005a,b). Saxena et al. train a Markov Random Field to infer a set
of plane parameters corresponding to various patches in the image, as well as their mutual
relationships (Saxena et al., 2009). Gupta et al. demonstrate a volumetric approach by
using projected blocks to approximate segmented building structures in the image in order
to infer additional 3D properties such as occlusion and stability (Gupta et al., 2010a). Most
recently, Liu et al. demonstrate an approach which uses a scene attribute grammar to
explicitly model a rich hierarchy of semantic regions and the geometric attributes of each
component jointly (Liu et al., 2018b).
Often in a single image taken in an indoor environment, however, there exist far fewer
visible planar segments compared to these outdoor scenes. Furthermore, planar regions
seen indoors are often arranged in highly predictable patterns, which in principle should
simplify layout inference.
Leveraging the 2.5D structure of most buildings, among the more successful and simple
approaches is to detect the piecewise-linear floor-wall boundary (Delage et al., 2006). While
the authors make no assumption regarding the relative orientation of adjacent walls, they do
assume orthogonality between the ground plane and the vertical wall segments. However,
assuming a Manhattan World (Coughlan and Yuille, 1999) can be useful as it can lead to
an even simpler estimation task (Lee et al., 2009; Flint et al., 2011; Furukawa et al., 2009b).
Recognizing clutter typically accumulates along the floor-wall boundary, Lee et al. model
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the ceiling wall boundary (Lee et al., 2009). Their system detects sets of parallel lines
aligned with one of the three dominant axes in order to constraint the position of corners
where pairs of adjacent walls intersect one another. In (Flint et al., 2011), the authors
utilize the same model but incorporate additional appearance information and information
from multiple viewpoints into a Bayesian framework for more robust boundary inference.
Furukawa et al. compute a point cloud from a set of calibrated images using a multiview stereo algorithm, from which they then extract dominant Manhattan plane directions,
enumerate planar hypotheses, and use a MRF to select the optimal configuration of planes
to reconstruct the scene (Furukawa et al., 2009b). While some of these methods, such
as (Flint et al., 2011), make attempts towards maintaining robustness against clutter, the
majority do not discriminate between clutter and layout, as they are designed for to model
general indoor scenes, as opposed to rooms specifically where clutter is more prevalent.
Although the first system that proposes using the single cuboid model is used to approximate
extended corridors (Shakunaga, 1992), the model is more commonly used to provide the
necessary robustness to clutter when approximating single room layouts (Hedau et al., 2009;
Schwing et al., 2012; Schwing and Urtasun, 2012; Dasgupta et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2017a).
This is due to the fact that, in addition to being subject to fewer parameters, appearance
information from surfaces can be used to support the layout model instead of boundary
edges alone, which often suffer from a greater degree of noise. Observe that implicit in the
cuboid model is the assumption of a Manhattan World as well as convexity. Hedau et al.
iteratively estimate box parameters and compute surface labels using a modified version
of Hoiem et al. surface layout algorithm (Hoiem et al., 2007). Schwing et al. propose
a method for structured prediction over a simplified parameterization of the cube model
(Schwing et al., 2012). The authors improve upon their approximate inference scheme
and present a method for exact inference in their follow up work (Schwing and Urtasun,
2012). Extending (Schwing et al., 2012) as well, in Zhang et al. the authors include depth
information in order to jointly model layout and label clutter (Zhang et al., 2013).
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With the advent of mature Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architectures, which have
achieved state of the art performance for image classification, many have been adapted
for other tasks including layout estimation (Yang et al., 2016a; Dasgupta et al., 2016; Lee
et al., 2017a). Yang et al. present a real-time approach for detecting floor-wall boundary
model of Delage et al. by labeling pixels on the ground plane using a CNN, and fitting
line segments to their boundary (Yang et al., 2016a). However, like other models of this
variety, it is not robust to clutter which accumulates along the edges of rooms. As such
it is primarily designed for corridor-like environments. Dasgupta et al. retrain a CNN
designed for semantic segmentation in order to classify surface pixels according to which
face of the cuboid they reside on (Dasgupta et al., 2016). The output belief maps output
from the network are then passed to an optimizer to recover the box parameters. Lee
et al. propose an end-to-end learning approach, where their network predicts a set of layout
keypoints which completely specify the cuboid parameters (Lee et al., 2017a). As panoramic
images provide greater visibility of the bounding layout components, some networks have
been trained to recover more complex room layouts by predicting boundary edges through
occlusion (Fernandez-Labrador et al., 2018; Zou et al., 2018). Due to the richness of the
internal representations in these networks, they are often more robust to clutter than handcrafted approaches.
In addition to Zhang et al., others have also turned to RGBD sensors in order to address
this highly geometric estimation task (Taylor and Cowley, 2012; Guo and Hoiem, 2013).
Taylor and Cowley extract dominant Manhattan aligned planes from the RGBD image and
use Dynamic Programming in order to determine the optimal set of non-overlapping vertical
wall segment intervals (Taylor and Cowley, 2012). While Taylor and Cowley are primarily
focused on detecting vertical layout components, Guo and Hoiem estimate horizontal support surfaces (Guo and Hoiem, 2013). Much like us, they seek to use such surfaces in order
to infer the free space extent outside their field of view.
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2.2.3

Joint Object Detection and Layout Estimation

In contrast to the methods presented in the previous two subsections, those presented here
aim to detect objects and estimate the scene layout in tandem. As we will see, performing
both tasks simultaneously can in fact result in a simplified and more accurate inference
procedure than performing each task independently. In addition, we will see how 3D models
for objects and layout can be used to infer free space in occluded regions.
Many early approaches rely on first estimating the layout, and then using the layout as a
context for inferring object locations (Hoiem et al., 2008; Hedau et al., 2010, 2012). Hoiem
et al. estimate rough surface geometry in outdoor scenes as well as the camera viewpoint
in order to constrain the locations in which pedestrians may reside (Hoiem et al., 2008).
Hedau et al. use their method for estimating room layout (Hedau et al., 2009) in order
to impose spatial constraints based on the layout in a probabilistic model for 3D object
detection (Hedau et al., 2010). While their original approach is designed to only detect
beds, in their follow up work (Hedau et al., 2012) they extend their cuboid object model
to build a generic class of box-like objects. Their latter method not only provides multiple
object detections, but it also explicitly models the mutual relationships between them, as
well as their spatial relationship with the layout, in order to infer the presence occluded
free space.
In more recent years, research has demonstrated that, instead of a sequential approach,
performing both inference tasks jointly provides a greater degree of robustness (Gupta et al.,
2010b; Schwing et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Izadinia et al., 2017; Tulsiani et al., 2018;
Du et al., 2018). Gupta et al. enumerate a set of possible of layouts and a set of 3D object
detections, train an SVM to learn a scoring function for a given configuration, then perform a
beam search to find the optimal configuration (Gupta et al., 2010b). Schwing et al. propose
a similar method, except they use a branch and bound approach to prune the combinatorial
search space of possible configurations (Schwing et al., 2013). Instead of formulating the
problem as a search problem, Zhang et al. propose training an SVM to predict the optimal
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room configuration using ground truth labels (Zhang et al., 2014). However, more recently,
deep neural networks have replaced SVMs in data driven approaches (Izadinia et al., 2017;
Tulsiani et al., 2018; Du et al., 2018). Izadinia et al. use two networks: one for labeling pixels
according to which box face they belong to, and the other for 2D bounding box detection
(Izadinia et al., 2017). After searching for the appropriate 3D CAD model corresponding
to the object observation from a library, the position of the room layout and objects are
optimized. Tulsiani et al. take a similar approach, except instead of aligning object CAD
models, they predict the full 3D shape and pose of each object in a voxel representation
(Tulsiani et al., 2018). Du et al. build upon the work of Tulsiani et al. (Tulsiani et al.,
2018). However, they use a more compact cuboid and plane model for objects and layout
respectively, and introduce a module for inferring physically stable arrangements (Du et al.,
2018).
Given the highly cluttered nature of indoor room scenes, it is useful to have additional
geometric information such as depth in order to disentangle different elements, instead of
relying on appearance information alone (Kim et al., 2012; Mattausch et al., 2014; Lin
et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2013; Ren and Sudderth, 2016; Song et al., 2017; Zou et al., 2019).
Although their method follows a more sequential approach as they segment the layout
first, Kim et al. detect repeated object instances in a 3D point cloud, and replace them
with a lower complexity deformable model (Kim et al., 2012). Mattausch et al. take a
similar approach, but use planar features to describe objects and replace the repeated object
instances with CAD models instead (Mattausch et al., 2014). Note that unlike (Kim et al.,
2012), their method is considered a joint approach as layout components are considered
to be just another class of object. Lin et al. continue to build upon the work of Schwing
et al. by incorporating the additional depth information into a Conditional Random Field
for modeling object cuboid positions, where the pairwise potentials capture the contextual
relations between the scene and the objects (Lin et al., 2013). Kim et al. model scenes using
a Voxel-CRF in order to refine raw depth values based on a class segmentation (Kim et al.,
2013). Song et al. extend this approach by using a CNN in order to simultaneously label
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voxels according to their semantic class as well as to predict the occupancy of unobserved
voxels (Song et al., 2017). Ren and Sudderth propose two extensions of the traditional
voxel representation for feature learning, including Clouds of Oriented Gradients (COG) for
detecting objects and Manhattan voxels for predicting layout (Ren and Sudderth, 2016). In
Zou et al., the authors propose a similar approach as (Izadinia et al., 2017), except they use
a CNN for CAD model retrieval and they model layout using a more general Manhattanaligned planar model (Zou et al., 2019). They are among the few which emphasize parsing
both visible and occluded portions of the scene.

2.2.4

Summary

Despite the impressive results these systems have demonstrated in interpreting 3D scenes,
they suffer several limitations which prevents them from being readily applied for online
building information modeling.
First and foremost is that many of these systems are designed to only process information
from a single limited field of view. In contrast, our system requires the ability to consider
information from multiple frames arriving in a sequence in order to build a model of the
entire environment. While systems such as (Flint et al., 2011) and (Saxena et al., 2009)
would appear to offer multi-frame support, in that it is possible to include additional nodes
and edges into their probabilistic graphical models, doing so makes performing inference
considerably more expensive with each additional frame.
Second, is that in a robotics context, we require a to-scale metric map of the environment for
navigation and planning. However, without a known reference height (Criminisi et al., 2000)
or size priors for semantic classes (Chen et al., 2016), many of the RGB only approaches
such as (Tekin et al., 2018; Hoiem et al., 2008; Hedau et al., 2010, 2012; Gupta et al., 2010b;
Schwing et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Izadinia et al., 2017; Tulsiani et al., 2018; Du et al.,
2018) can only provide reconstructions up to an unknown scale factor due to the fundamental
depth ambiguity in projective geometry. On the other hand, the additional metric depth
information provided by RGBD sensors can not only provide scale, but additional robustness
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as well (Zhou and Tuzel, 2018; Wang et al., 2018; Taylor and Cowley, 2012; Guo and Hoiem,
2013; Kim et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2013; Ren and Sudderth, 2016; Song et al., 2017; Zou
et al., 2019).
Among the methods which produce metric reconstructions, an outstanding issue of model
compactness and generalizability still remains. While CAD models for objects are relatively
compact and provide the ability to model shape (Mattausch et al., 2014; Zou et al., 2019),
they limit the variety of objects which can be modeled, are often expensive to procure, and
can be computational expensive to use as every detection requires a search over the entire
library and an alignment procedure in order to recover the 3D model. Moreover, while these
methods produce visually appealing results, the reconstructions provided may include more
detail than what is necessary for a robot to navigate through the world. While using cuboids
to model objects (Wang et al., 2018; Ren and Sudderth, 2016; Lin et al., 2013) provides
greater generalizability with an even greater degree of compactness, using a single cuboid
model for the layout (Ren and Sudderth, 2016) may often be too restrictive for modeling
environments larger than a single room. Although the voxel representations of (Kim et al.,
2013) and (Song et al., 2017) provide full generalizability and fit nicely into many robot
perception pipelines, a major argument of this thesis is that even with semantic annotations,
these complex models are not only memory intensive, but they fundamentally fail to deliver
a true understanding of the environment. We assert that a compact yet suitably expressive
models for objects (Kim et al., 2012) and layout (Zou et al., 2019), including those more
akin to the ones we discuss in Section 2.1, can provide robots with the ability to generate
more efficient global plans and the confidence to navigate at high speeds.

2.3

Simultaneous Localization and Mapping

Simultaneously estimating pose and integrating scene information across multiple viewpoints into a single map representation is arguably one of the oldest problems in computer
vision (Marr and Poggio, 1979; Longuet-higgins, 1981; Harris and Pike, 1988) and in robotics
(Smith and Cheeseman, 1986). Although these techniques have continued to evolve over the
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years, the anatomy of almost all modern SLAM systems remains the same, consisting of a
front end and back end. While the front end is responsible for abstracting sensor data into
a model useful for estimation, the back end is responsible for performing inference on the
abstracted data to recover the state of the world. In the following subsections, we discuss
different types of feature abstractions, the effects on the back end optimization, and the
level of understanding each provides.

2.3.1

Feature-Based SLAM

The front end of most classical SLAM systems detect and match a sparse set of point features
across a sequence of images or point clouds, which are then fused together into a single model
of the environment using a probabilistic back end such as an Extended Kalman Filter,
Rao-Blackwellized particle filters, and maximum likelihood estimation (MLE); a complete
overview of which can be found in the survey by Durrant-Whyte and Bailey (Durrant-Whyte
and Bailey, 2006; Bailey and Durrant-Whyte, 2006) and the book by Thrun et al. (Thrun
et al., 2005). Although these methods are designed for range-based sensors, which provide
3D measurements implicitly, they have been adapted to use triangulated features from both
stereo (Davison and Murray, 2002) and monocular cameras (Davison et al., 2007).
While computationally efficient, these probabilistic filtering methods rely heavily on a series
of linearizations of nonlinear functions at every time step in order to estimate the current
state, which makes them error prone and incapable of correcting past updates in the light of
future observations. This has led to the modern de-facto SLAM formulation based on the
seminal work of Lu and Milios (Lu and Milios, 1997), which employs maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimation over pose-graphs. Although the underlying optimization problem may
seem daunting at first, modern solvers such as iSAM (Kaess et al., 2008) and g2o (Kummerle
et al., 2011), have exploited the sparsity and topology of most pose-graphs in order to
perform fast incremental inference. This optimization as a back end design has also been
leveraged in visual SLAM (Nister et al., 2004), also known as incremental Structure-fromMotion (Snavely et al., 2006), where the Bundle Adjustment (BA) (Agarwal et al., 2010)
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step, which is typically used for global refinement after incremental map updates, is run
continuously in a separate mapping thread from the front end tracking process (Klein and
Murray, 2007; Mur-Artal et al., 2015).
Landmark features, detected by the front end of the SLAM system, are ideally highly salient
and easy to track over time. Given a range scan, features correspond to locations in the
point cloud at which a particular geometric signature is detected. Whereas in an image,
feature transforms, such as SIFT (Lowe, 2004), are used in order to extract keypoints, where
each is provided its own unique feature descriptor, which encodes additional appearance
information to be used for matching. However, the primary limitation of appearance-based
feature descriptors such as these, is that they are dependent on the amount of available
texture in the environment. In such settings, it is common to use higher-order geometric
features including lines (Smith et al., 2006; Li et al., 2017; Pumarola et al., 2017) and planes
(Trevor et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Kaess, 2015; Taguchi et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2016;
Hsiao et al., 2017). A unified model for handling lines in addition to points can be found in
(Smith et al., 2006) and (Li et al., 2017). Pumarola et al. demonstrate a similar approach
in (Pumarola et al., 2017) using lines and is built on ORB-SLAM (Mur-Artal et al., 2015).
Leveraging the abundant amount of planar structures in indoor environments, in (Trevor
et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Kaess, 2015), the authors map only planar features. While
a general planar model may be more challenging to optimize, each of the three proposes a
different representation for a plane in order to make the optimization efficient. Taguchi et al.
extend planar maps in order to demonstrate a method for registering sequential frames given
any combination of three point and plane primitives (Taguchi et al., 2013). While their final
map representation is not feature based, but instead a dense map of points, in both (Ma
et al., 2016) and (Hsiao et al., 2017), the authors employ a global optimization over planar
landmarks. They also use dense frame-to-frame alignment for initial motion estimation.
Dense methods are further discussed in Section 2.3.4. Using lines and planes for mapping
is also useful as they provide additional geometric constraints on motion. However, unlike
our approach, and the other Structural SLAM methods, described in Section 2.3.3, which
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also use planar features for mapping, none of the methods described above go on to leverage
the structural regularity of the building in order to impose constraints between the features
themselves. As we will see in the sequel, doing so can not only simplify the mapping problem
itself, but in fact lead to more accurate reconstructions by compensating for the noise which
leads to the ever present drift characteristic in general SLAM systems.
While point features, in general, may be easy to compute and match, they offer little
understanding of the environment itself in terms of objects, layout, free space, etc. In
contrast, in Section 2.3.3, we will see that imposing constraints between planar regions can
lead to a highly informative map of structural components in the building. Similarly, instead
of constructing a map of arbitrary points, Semantic SLAM, which is further discussed
in Section 2.3.2, constructs a map of detected objects. Observe that not only do these
representations provide a greater degree of understanding, but they are also inherently more
compact, as there are typically far less objects and structural components in a building than
the arbitrary number of keypoint features computed from an image.

2.3.2

Semantic SLAM

In contrast to Semantic Mapping techniques, such as (Nüchter and Hertzberg, 2008; Kundu
et al., 2014; Sunderhauf et al., 2017; McCormac et al., 2017; Zhi et al., 2019), which merely
provide a semantic labeling to the dense reconstructions output by Dense SLAM (discussed
further in Section 2.3.4), Semantic SLAM detects specific object instances, whose point
locations are then passed to the same probabilistic or pose-graph optimization back ends
used in typical feature-based SLAM methods. Not only is this set of point features more
sparse, which results in more efficient optimization, but it provides a more informative
representation of the environment as opposed to points from conventional feature detectors.
Castle et al. propose the first Semantic SLAM system in (Castle et al., 2007), which detects
planar objects and incorporates points along their boundary as features in an EKF back
end. Recognizing that using planar objects alone is rather limited, Civera et al. follow a
similar approach, but use the centroid of 3D objects, detecting using a database of object
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models, as point features instead (Civera et al., 2011). In (Bao and Savarese, 2011), Bao
and Savarese demonstrate an MLE formulation of the problem, where they perform joint
optimization over camera parameters, 3D object bounding boxes, and object classes. More
recent approaches using pose-graphs have also included richer shape representations such as
meshes from a library of object models (Salas-Moreno et al., 2013), point clouds (GálvezLópez et al., 2016), voxels (Mccormac et al., 2018), and quadrics (Nicholson et al., 2019;
Hosseinzadeh et al., 2019; Ok et al., 2019).
Data Association
At its core, the problem of data association involves identifying which measurements or
observations taken at a particular timestep correspond to which landmarks currently in
the map. Developing robust solutions to such a problem is of paramount importance as
it is widely known that a single false data association can irrevocably mar reconstruction
accuracy. As a result, it is a challenge that arises within the context of all types of SLAM
systems, although it has garnered significant attention from the Semantic SLAM community
in recent years as researchers seek ways to robustly incorporate discrete noisy measurements
from object detectors. Therefore, we provide an overview of these methods here.
Traditionally, most solutions for the data association problem involve appearance-based
matching and/or tracking of features across multiple frames. However, even when supplemented with methods for outlier removal such as RANSAC (Hartley and Zisserman, 2004)
this process is naturally error prone due to noise, perceptually aliasing, variations in visual texture, and viewpoint dependencies. Note these are the same challenges also facing
distance-based similarity heuristics used when working with 3D landmarks from LIDAR
data. Meanwhile, methods for loop closure, a subset of data association, which often rely
on a separate module for place recognition (Lowry et al., 2016) also fall prey to the same
pitfalls.
As mentioned previously, when an incorrect data association occurs, the result can be catastrophic for reconstruction. This is primarily due to the fact that information flows in one
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direction from the SLAM front end, which is responsible for managing data associations,
to the SLAM back end, which is responsible for model optimization, making it impossible for either component to consider the impact when deciding which of the various data
associations to enforce.
Bowman et al. address the issue by eliminating the hard decision making component and
instead reasoning about the space of data associations probabilistically using Expectation
Maximization (EM) to assign different weights to certain measurements (Bowman et al.,
2017). Doherty et al. provide an alternative probabilistic formulation capable of entertaining multiple modes in (Doherty et al., 2019). Orthogonal to these methods are those that
pass sole responsibility of data association entirely to the SLAM back-end (Sunderhauf and
Protzel, 2012; Carlone et al., 2014b; Graham et al., 2015). Sunderhauf and Protzel introduce additional switch variables (i.e. indicator variables residing on the 0-1 interval) into the
traditional non-linear least-squares optimization in order to determine which constraints to
keep active and which to disable when minimizing the reconstruction objective (Sunderhauf
and Protzel, 2012). Their method has also been referred to as line process (Choi et al., 2015;
Lee et al., 2017b). Carlone et al. present a solution most closely related in spirit to our own
which involves a linear program (LP)-relaxation of a sparse objective in order to determine
the largest set of inlier measurements in (Carlone et al., 2014b). While their approach is
fast and effective, it is unfortunately limited to 2D planar environments with linear measurement functions. However, Graham et al. present a similar approach that generalizes to
the full 3D SLAM problem using residual gating instead of linear programming.
Another noteworthy method also involving the minimization of a sparse objective, though
it is specifically used for uncovering loop closures, can be found in (Latif et al., 2017). Their
approach involves searching through a set of basis corresponding to each location in order
to uncover that which has the greatest degree of correlation with a particular observation.
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2.3.3

Structural SLAM

In an effort to preserve generalizability across different environments, traditional featurebased SLAM systems often refrain from making any assumptions about the environment in
which the system will operate in. However, the large degree of structural regularity characteristic of indoor environments can often be exploited in order to reduce the pervasive drift,
which is ever present in even state of the art visual SLAM systems. To this end, albeit
at the cost of universality, Structural SLAM systems introduce additional geometric constraints between higher-order geometric features such as lines and planes, based on certain
assumptions about the world. However, doing so also leads to a meaningful representation
of the environment that is still compact, as certain primitives begin to take on additional
semantic meaning, e.g. orthogonal planes become walls, floors, and ceilings.
Lines have long been an element of interest in computer vision, which made them one of the
first types of primitives to be explored for use in visual structural SLAM (Nguyen et al.,
2006; Zhou et al., 2015; Ikehata et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Camposeco and Pollefeys,
2015). In (Nguyen et al., 2006), Nguyen et al. compute a histogram over line segments,
and select only those belonging to one of three detected orthogonal directions as landmark
features. Zhou et al. use orthogonal lines for mapping as well, except they first detect
the three orthogonal vanishing points corresponding to the dominant axes of the building,
and use only those lines aligned to these directions (Zhou et al., 2015). In addition to
orthogonality, Ikehata et al. also include adjacency and length constraints between different
pairs of line segments (Ikehata et al., 2016). It is worth noting that they assume that their
camera orientation is known a priori, which makes their optimization linear over a set of
translations. However, while we estimate rotation from the visible structure, they simply
use the estimate of rotation provided by the IMU. Li et al. relax the Manhattan World
(Coughlan and Yuille, 1999) constraint between lines to an Atlanta World (Schindler and
Dellaert, 2004) constraint (Li et al., 2019). Camposeco and Pollefeys propose an alternative
use for lines than for tracking as features in (Camposeco and Pollefeys, 2015). Instead,
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they use lines in order to estimate vanishing points, which they then track within their
filtering-based back end. They note that tracking these stable indicators of rotation greatly
reduced the amount of drift their system incurs.
While these methods use arbitrary lines for tracking, several methods inspired by the advances in single view scene understanding (reviewed in Section 2.2) track lines corresponding
the piece-wise linear floor-wall and ceiling-wall boundaries (Flint et al., 2010; Tsai et al.,
2011; Yang et al., 2016b). Flint et al. extend the work of Lee et al., and provide the
means for including information from multiple sequential views for their hypothesis testing
framework (Flint et al., 2010). Tsai et al. build upon the work of Delage et al. by tracking
the piece-wise linear floor-wall boundary, but in a Bayesian filtering framework (Tsai et al.,
2011). Yang et al. also utilize the model proposed by Delage et al. in their Pop-up SLAM
(Yang et al., 2016b) system, which uses the boundary lines in order to construct a planar
pop-up model of the environment. They use a CNN in order to detect boundary components (Yang et al., 2016a) and bootstrap a direct visual SLAM system (Engel et al., 2014)
to provide initial estimates of the camera trajectory.
Although detecting boundary segments can implicitly lead to a planar model, several systems detect and track planes explicitly. However, unlike the general planar models of
(Trevor et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Kaess, 2015; Ma et al., 2016; Hsiao et al., 2017), the
following methods incorporate a Manhattan World constraint between planes in order to
reduce camera motion drift and obtain greater semantic meaning from landmarks (Nguyen
et al., 2007; Hsiao et al., 2018; Hosseinzadeh et al., 2018; Yang and Scherer, 2019). In
(Nguyen et al., 2007), the authors provide a reformulation of their Orthogonal SLAM system (Nguyen et al., 2006) to use orthogonal planes instead of lines. Meanwhile in (Hsiao
et al., 2018), Hsiao et al. integrate the parallelity and orthogonality constraints into their
previous dense planar SLAM method (Hsiao et al., 2017). Notice that by introducing the
orthogonality constraint between planes, they begin to take on additional semantic meaning as floors, walls, and ceilings. Hosseinzadeh et al. and Yang and Scherer expand the
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semantic richness of these constrained planar layout models by providing frameworks for
mapping ellipsoid (Hosseinzadeh et al., 2018) and cuboid (Yang and Scherer, 2019) object
models alongside orientation-constrained planes.
Instead of using only one or the other, it is also possible to use both lines and planes in
a constrained optimization in order to take advantage of the benefits offered by tracking
both (Amayo et al., 2016; Lu and Song, 2015; de la Puente and Rodriguez-Losada, 2014).
Amayo et al. present a unified framework for mapping with points, lines, and planes with
architectural constraints simultaneously (Amayo et al., 2016). A similar method can be
found in (Lu and Song, 2015). Meanwhile, de la Puente and Rodriguez-Losada not only
include additional geometric primitives such as circles, but they also introduce an EM
optimization which automatically detects which structural constraints to enforce (de la
Puente and Rodriguez-Losada, 2014). In this respect, their method is closely related to
our approach. In their follow up work (de la Puente and Rodriguez-Losada, 2015), they
extend their hierarchical representation of structure in order to include rectangles, which
bears further similarity to our work. However, our approach uses rectangular primitives
as an explicit approximation of the free space itself, whereas they use rectangles as just
another higher-order geometric landmark.
Another line of research among this body of literature which is most relevant to our work
presented here, includes those methods which leverage the observability of structural orientations within buildings in order to decouple rotation and translation estimation in SLAM
delivering fast and accurate results (Carlone et al., 2014a; Agarwal et al., 2017, 2019; Li
et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2018b,a). In fact, if robot orientations are known the SLAM problem
becomes a linear-least squares problem (Carlone et al., 2015). Carlone et al. demonstrate a
closed-form solution to the SLAM problem in the planar case called the Linear Approximation for Pose Graph Optimization (LAGO) by first estimating robot orientations in order
to subsequently estimate robot positions (Carlone et al., 2014a). The authors show that
in such a setting both orientation estimation and position estimation can be formulated as
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quadratic optimization problems giving rise to the closed-form solution of each. Although
the LAGO formulation has been shown to provide very fast, accurate, and robust initial
estimates to the SLAM problem, its primary limitations are that it does not include featurebased measurements and it does not readily extend to 3D. In (Agarwal et al., 2017), Agarwal
et al. achieve an even greater degree of accuracy and reliability, however at the cost of computational speed as their method RFM-SLAM relies on iterative non-linear on-manifold
optimization in order to estimate orientations. In their subsequent work (Agarwal et al.,
2019), the authors include absolute orientation sensing (in addition to the standard relative
orientation sensing) to solve the linearized least-squares problem. In (Li et al., 2018), Li
et al. bootstrap a general visual SLAM framework to provide an initial trajectory and landmark positions, which they then refine using their two part optimization strategy. They first
align all camera rotations until the vanishing points in each image (which correspond to the
Manhattan frame) are consistent with the location at which they are detected in the first
frame. Afterwards, frame-to-frame translations are re-expressed in each of the corrected
frames and optimized with respect to the motion of points and orthogonal lines in the image. The Visual Odometry system proposed by Kim et al. follows a similar approach, first
de-rotating camera orientations with respect to the detected Manhattan frame in each image then re-expressing frame-to-frame translations before optimization (Kim et al., 2018b).
In their follow up work (Kim et al., 2018a), they extend their VO system (Kim et al., 2018b)
to a SLAM formulation, in which planar features are modeled as landmarks in order to further constrain the camera motion and consequently, reduce drift in translation. Although
their approach to this end is nearly identical to our own, we integrate the 1-D planar range
measurements to infer state using a pose graph optimization instead of a filtering framework. This formulation allows us to entertain additional constraints between the planar
landmarks retroactively through our sparse optimization procedure. Observe that all of the
methods just described require some method for per-frame rotation estimation. A survey
of such methods can be found in (Carlone et al., 2015).
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2.3.4

Dense SLAM

With the introduction of low-cost dense laser scanners such as the Microsoft Kinect at the
start of the decade, many sought to leverage these technologies in order to construct rich
visually appealing dense reconstructions of indoor environments mostly for AR and VR
applications. Unlike feature-based SLAM, Dense SLAM aims to utilize the entirety of the
data available for estimation as opposed to sparse subset of features, which typically yields
more accurate estimation.
Despite the renewed interest in the problem at the time, the problem of estimating the
relative transformation between two point sets can be traced back to the seminal work of Besl
and McKay who introduce Iterative Closest Point (ICP) (Besl and McKay, 1992); a method
which is considered standard practice today. However, ICP is designed for registering only
a single pair of point sets. Given a sequence of scans, simply integrating the relative frameto-frame transformations would result in a significant amount of accumulated drift in the
final reconstruction. As a result, ICP is typically used as a tool in both depth fusion and
large-scale registration.
The task of depth fusion involves taking a sequence of depth scans and integrating the
measurements into a single 3D model of the scanned space. Newcombe et al. demonstrate
the first modern real-time method for such a problem in their KinectFusion (Newcombe
et al., 2011) pipeline. Despite its impact, KinectFusion (Newcombe et al., 2011) is only
limited to mapping small desktop scenes due to its intensive memory requirements. In
order to address this limitation, Nießner et al. propose a voxel hashing technique in order
to optimize speed by only considering visible voxels (Nießner et al., 2013). Keller et al.
propose an alternative to using voxel grids, and instead perform fusion using points alone
(Keller et al., 2013). The methods described above achieve a high degree of accuracy using
ICP (Besl and McKay, 1992) by aligning new scans to the scene model constructed up to
that point. While this frame-to-model approach avoids the need for a later global correction,
it can only produce accurate reconstructions of relatively small scenes. This is primarily
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due to the fact that it is impossible to reintegrate previous scans once they have been
incorporated into the model, which also leads to the accumulation of drift over time.
Unlike fusion, the task of pose estimation, also known as registration in this context, is as
concerned with the quality of the reconstructed trajectory as it is with the final map. Henry
et al. propose a coarse-to-fine scheme, which uses a sparse set of points to compute an initial
frame-to-frame alignment using ICP, followed by a secondary dense ICP for refinement
(Henry et al., 2012). They then use Sparse Bundle Adjustment (SBA) for a global correction.
Many subsequent methods are modeled on their overall approach. In (Kerl et al., 2013), the
authors combine appearance and geometric information for frame-to-frame registration for
increased accuracy, followed by pose graph optimization. Endres et al. use image features
for coarse alignment, then the point cloud for fine scale alignment and transform verification,
followed by a pose graph optimization for global correction as well (Endres et al., 2014).
While Whelan et al. continue this trend and introduce further refinements to the technique
for mapping larger scenes in (Whelan et al., 2015a), in their ElasticFusion (Whelan et al.,
2015b) paper, they propose an alternative approach to using pose graph optimization for
global refinement. Instead, they employ a series of local BAs in order to maintain accuracy
over larger trajectories. However, most techniques continue to use pose-graphs due to its
greater degree of robustness. In their hybrid fusion-registration framework, Dai et al. use
a chunked version of the voxel representation employed by KinectFusion (Newcombe et al.,
2011) which they refine with pose graph optimization in their BundleFusion (Dai et al., 2017)
pipeline. This not only allows BundleFusion to map large scenes, but to do so accurately
through its ability to re-integrate scans in the final model.
Although many of these methods are able to produce rich visually appealing models of
indoor environments, they ignore the pervasive structural elements in the scene which can
be used in order to increase accuracy and refine the final map (Salas-Moreno et al., 2013;
Zhang and Singh, 2014; Nardi et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2015; Dzitsiuk et al., 2017; Straub
et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017b; Lin et al., 2018; Halber and Funkhouser, 2017). Salas-Moreno
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et al. detect a set of planar landmarks, which are the only portions of the dense map
that are refined in subsequent frames (Salas-Moreno et al., 2014). Similarly, Zhang and
Singh use only point sets corresponding to lines or planes for frame-to-frame tracking in
LOAM (Zhang and Singh, 2014). In (Nardi et al., 2019), the authors provide a unified
representation of points, lines, and planes, to be used as constraints in ICP. Zhang et al.
extend the work of (Nießner et al., 2013) and (Newcombe et al., 2011) in order to include
object and layout labels for voxels (Zhang et al., 2015). These labels are then used to refine
planar surfaces and object boundaries, as well as to fill in holes in the final reconstruction.
Dzitsiuk et al. follows a similar approach, except their planes are represented implicitly
within their volumetric representation instead of maintaining the set of planes separately
(Dzitsiuk et al., 2017). While these systems all use planar models to refine their dense
estimates, like other feature-based SLAM methods which simply use unconstrained planes
for mapping (Trevor et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Kaess, 2015; Ma et al., 2016; Hsiao et al.,
2017), they do not enforce constraints between the planes themselves.
On the other hand, several recent dense methods have produced highly accurate reconstructions across large-scale indoor environments by including such constraints (Straub et al.,
2017; Lee et al., 2017b; Lin et al., 2018; Halber and Funkhouser, 2017); effectively dense
analogs of the Structural SLAM systems described in Section 2.3.3. Straub et al. propose a novel method for inferring the directional Stata Center Wold (Straub et al., 2015b)
segmentation of a semi-dense surfel representation of the environment, while simultaneously performing real-time camera motion estimation (Straub et al., 2017). The extension
we propose for our structural SLAM method in Chapter 3 utilizes the same SCW prior assumption. In (Lee et al., 2017b), Lee et al. propose a system that uses planes corresponding
to walls, floors, and ceilings, in order to refine the fused depth maps provided by KinectFusion (Newcombe et al., 2011). Their approach assumes that walls are orthogonal to parallel
floors and ceilings, but not necessarily to one another. Whereas their refinement procedure
occurs after registration, Lin et al. use local floor plan priors to guide the registration
of individual scan, followed by a complexity-reducing (in terms of the number of corners
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formed by planar segments) global optimization for refinement (Lin et al., 2018). Halber
and Funkhouser employ a fine-to-coarse registration scheme, where they detect edges and
planes with orthogonality constraints in local regions, which are then propagated to larger
windows, merged, and used to refine global alignments (Halber and Funkhouser, 2017).
In contrast to Semantic and Structural SLAM, while Dense SLAM methods are able to
produce accurate and highly detailed reconstructions of building interiors, their underlying
map representations, which typically include point clouds or voxels, are incredibly complex
(requiring many parameters to encode) and yet provide little to no higher-level understanding of the environment itself. Moreover, the added complexity required also leads to a
significant memory and computational overhead.

2.3.5

Summary

General feature-based SLAM methods are fast and mature technologies (Mur-Artal et al.,
2015). However, their representations of space, which often consists of simple unconstrained
primitives including points (Mur-Artal et al., 2015), lines (Smith et al., 2006; Li et al., 2017;
Pumarola et al., 2017), and planes (Trevor et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2012; Kaess, 2015; Taguchi
et al., 2013; Ma et al., 2016; Hsiao et al., 2017), provide little understanding of the environment itself. While Structural SLAM methods, such as (Nguyen et al., 2006; Zhou et al.,
2015; Ikehata et al., 2016; Li et al., 2019; Camposeco and Pollefeys, 2015; Flint et al., 2010;
Tsai et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2016b; Nguyen et al., 2007; Hsiao et al., 2018; Hosseinzadeh
et al., 2018; Yang and Scherer, 2019; Amayo et al., 2016; Lu and Song, 2015; de la Puente
and Rodriguez-Losada, 2014), use the same types of primitives, the mutual constraints
imposed on them by introducing prior assumptions about the environment results in the
primitives taking on semantic meaning. For instance, orthogonal planes can be interpreted
as layout components, e.g. walls, floors, and ceilings. Semantic SLAM methods, including (Castle et al., 2007; Civera et al., 2011; Bao and Savarese, 2011; Salas-Moreno et al.,
2013; Mccormac et al., 2018; Nicholson et al., 2019; Bowman et al., 2017), provide a similar
semantic interpretation of the environment by directly providing a map of objects.
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While these methods make great strides towards a SLAM system capable of providing
lifelong understanding (Cadena et al., 2016), we are yet to see these features used to support
some later task, such as inference and modeling. Though Gaussian Processes Occupancy
Maps (O’Callaghan and Ramos, 2012), Hilbert Maps (Ramos and Ott, 2016; Guizilini et al.,
2019), and more recently, Deep Generative Networks (Katyal et al., 2019) have been shown
to be effective at providing robust probabilistic predictions as to the state of occupancy
of unobserved cells by explicitly modeling the statistical dependencies between neighboring
voxels, their underlying representation cannot be interpreted in terms of higher-level scene
elements. This is due to the inherent complexity of dense representations including point
clouds (Henry et al., 2012; Kerl et al., 2013; Keller et al., 2013; Salas-Moreno et al., 2013;
Zhang and Singh, 2014; Lin et al., 2018; Halber and Funkhouser, 2017), OctoMaps (Endres
et al., 2014), surfels (Whelan et al., 2015b; Straub et al., 2017), and voxels (Newcombe
et al., 2011; Nießner et al., 2013; Whelan et al., 2015a; Zhang et al., 2015; Dzitsiuk et al.,
2017; Dai et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017b). Although Semantic and Structural SLAM do
provide compact and interpretable maps, they do not contain the same level of building
details as is seen in Building Information Modeling, which is discussed in Section 2.1. In
this dissertation, we propose a method for bridging this gap.
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Chapter 3

Layout Modeling with Infinite
Planes
This chapter describes a novel approach to SLAM that leverages the observability of a
building’s dominant structural orientations in order to reformulate the reconstruction task
as a model selection problem. While there exist several SLAM approaches that try to incorporate the rectilinear structure of indoor man-made environments within their models by
tracking more semantically meaningful features such as lines and planes, to our knowledge,
we are the first to frame the mapping aspect of the problem entirely as one of model selection. Our ideal model is one that would resemble an architect’s floor plan which outlines
the location of all large static layout structures, namely walls, floors, and ceilings. Such a
generative model, even partially complete, could not only enable a robot to track its position
and orientation within the environment with much greater precision, but could also serve
as a strong prior for inferring structure beyond the current field of view. We demonstrate
on real data that our novel convex formulation based on the principle of Occam’s razor
identifies the simplest model of the environment that is most consistent with the measurement constraints. By directly incorporating the search over possible data associations into
the back end reconstruction objective, our system produces an optimized trajectory and a
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compact map representation simultaneously.

3.1

Manhattan Case

The work addressing the simplified Manhattan case presented in this section can also be
found in the corresponding publication (Shariati et al., 2019).
To ground our subsequent discussion we begin with a brief description of the input data and
the hardware systems used to acquire it in our subsequent experiments. Figure 2 shows an
example of one of our sensor rigs. Despite slight differences among sensor configurations,
every rig features a stereo pair of cameras, hardware synchronized to an inertial measurement unit (IMU), as well as a depth sensor that captures low-resolution depth images up
to a range of about 6 meters. The data from the stereo cameras and IMU are used to drive
a stereo based MSCKF Visual-Inertial Odometry (VIO) system (Sun et al., 2018). Further
details surrounding each sensor are provided in Section 3.4.
The end result is that our sensor suites provides the analysis algorithm with a set of depth
maps along with initial estimates for the relative motion of the sensor rig over time and an
estimate of the gravity vector in each frame.
We note that similar datasets could be acquired using other means. One could acquire
depth maps using a LIDAR sensor like the Velodyne puck or from a passive stereo system.
Similarly pose information could be derived from monocular Visual-Inertial Odometry or
from wheel encoders on a moving platform. The proposed analysis would still be applicable
in all of these cases.

3.1.1

Manhattan Structure Detection

The first stage in the analysis involves processing each frame in the depth map separately
to extract salient axis-aligned planar fragments of layout structure, called layout segments.
The first step in this process involves projecting the depth points into the plane defined
by the measured gravity vector and then rotating the resulting 2D point set in one degree
increments to find a yaw orientation that minimizes the entropy of the resulting point
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PMD Monstar

Stereo Cameras

Figure 2: Sensor rig used to acquire data. Annotated in yellow are the PMD Monstar depth
sensor and a custom stereo pair. The camera to the right of the Monstar and the center
stereo camera are not used.
distribution. This algorithm is described in a number of previous works including (Bazin
et al., 2013) and (Taylor and Cowley, 2012), where it is referred to as an entropy compass.
Upon completion, this procedure recovers the orientation of the frame with respect to the
prevailing Manhattan structure. We note that one could also use other means for Manhattan
frame estimation such as (Straub et al., 2015a) or (Joo et al., 2019).
Once this has been done, the system labels each pixel in the depth map according to the axis
alignment of the surrounding k × k patch, and then groups them together using a connected
components procedure as shown in Figure 3. Finally, using an inverse perspective projection,
each cluster of pixels is projected into the aligned sensor frame as a point cloud where we fit
an orientation-constrained planar model using RANSAC. Planar segments with insufficient
extent are discarded to favor the detection of dominant structures.
In addition to the entropy compass procedure which is applied to each frame individually,
the system has an estimate for the relative orientation between each frame derived from the
visual-inertial odometry system. These two sources of information are fused to provide a
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Figure 3: Depth map broken into salient surfaces. Red, green, and blue pixels represent
x, y, and z-axis alignment. A pixel p is assigned to the major axis which maximizes the
number of pixels in its k × k neighborhood that would reside on the plane centered at p
with the given major axis orientation. If no axis can be assigned with sufficient confidence
or no depth information is recorded at p, it is colored black and white respectively.
final estimate of the orientation of each frame in the sequence. The relative yaw estimates
from the VIO system are used to constrain the range of angles considered in the entropy
compass phase and to provide orientation estimates during periods where no axis-aligned
surfaces are visible.
The end result of the procedure is described in Figure 4, which shows a top down view of a
set of camera frames. Each frame is associated with two coordinate frames of reference, one
which indicates the actual orientation of the sensor head and the other which indicates an
axis-aligned frame derived from the entropy analysis. Each layout measurement, denoting
an estimate for the minimum distance between the sensor and the corresponding layout
segment observed at that frame, is depicted by a red or green dotted line.
This system of measurements can be abstracted into a pose-graph (Lu and Milios, 1997)
shown in Figure 5. Here the circular nodes on top correspond to axis-aligned frame positions
while the triangular and rectangular nodes on the bottom correspond to layout segments.
The links between frames correspond to the estimates for inter-frame motion while the
links between the frames and the layout segments correspond to the distance measurements
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𝑦

𝑥

VIO Frame
VIO Trajectory
Axis-Aligned Frame
X-Layout Structure
Y-Layout Structure
Translation Meas.
X-Distance Meas.
Y-Distance Meas.

Figure 4: A 2-dimensional geometric representation of our model which illustrates a sensor
moving through a Manhattan environment making periodic range measurements to various
layout structures. Solid lines correspond to layout structures, while dotted lines correspond
to measurements. Each distance measurement to a particular layout structure corresponds
to the distance computed to the visible layout segment within the depth map captured at
that frame.
described in Figure 4. Expressing each estimate of inter-frame translation, provided by the
VIO subsystem, with respect to the previous estimate of the Manhattan frame, provided
by the orientation estimation procedure, yields an axis-aligned and – in principle – driftreduced trajectory.

3.1.2

Model Optimization

In the sequel we will use the following notation to describe the elements of the model shown
in Figure 5. Let pi ∈ R3 denote the position of frame i in the axis-aligned trajectory
while Ri ∈ SO(3) denotes the orientation of the axis-aligned frame with respect to the
corresponding sensor frame. Each of the layout segments that we observe will ultimately be
associated with a structural supporting layout plane, which is modeled as an axis-aligned
surface with infinite extent. Each such layout plane will be modeled with a single parameter.
More specifically we will let mxj denote the x coordinate of a layout plane with index j that
is perpendicular to the x-axis of the model, similarly myk denotes the y coordinate of a y
aligned layout plane with index k and mzl denotes the z coordinate of a z aligned layout
plane with index l.
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Axis-Aligned Frame

X-Layout Segment

Y-Layout Segment

Translation Meas.

X-Distance Meas.

Y-Distance Meas.

Correspondence

Figure 5: A functional representation of our model, in two dimensions, as a factor-graph.
Circles correspond to robot locations, while triangles and squares correspond to x and y
aligned layout segments respectively. Solid lines correspond to measurement factors derived
from the VIO, entropy analysis, and depth map processing. We extend the traditional
factor-graph formulation by including binary correspondence edges, represented by dotted
lines. Initially generated by a temporal analysis, the set of hypothetical correspondence
edges is also augmented by a user defined heuristic. Our sparse optimization procedure
ultimately determines which of these constraints to enforce and discard.
Correspondences between layout segments are denoted by the dotted lines in Figure 5.
These correspondences amount to asserting that two extracted segments lie on the same
axis-aligned layout plane. Note that these correspondences would typically link layout
segments extracted in different frames but could also link two segments extracted in the
same frame. At this stage of the analysis procedure a simple temporal analysis procedure
is used to establish correspondences between segments seen in one frame and segments seen
in the subsequent frame that have sufficient overlap. This initial set of correspondences
will be augmented with longer range correspondences that are automatically discovered in
a subsequent step of the process.
We will let the vector ti ∈ R3 denote the estimate for the translation between subsequent
axis-aligned frames in the sequence that is derived from the visual odometry system and
corrected by the orientation estimation procedure. That is ti denotes an estimate for the
quantity pi+1 − pi .
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We will let ξ denote a vector formed by stacking the free parameters of our model, that is
pi , mxj , myk , and mzl , for all i, j, k, and l. Note that we assume that the camera orientations
that align the frames with the Manhattan model, Ri , have been estimated using the entropy
compass procedure described previously.
In this case the measurement system takes on a particularly simple linear form. Namely
for each measurement from a frame to an x-aligned layout segment we have an equation of
the form
mxj − pxi = dij

(3.1)

where mxj denotes the x coordinate associated with the x-aligned layout plane associated
with the layout segment, pxi denotes the x coordinate of the position of frame i, and dij
denotes the measured offset between the layout segment and the camera as depicted in
Figure 4. Note dij can be signed depending upon where the frame is relative to the layout
segment.
For layout segments aligned with the y axis and z axis we would have exactly analogous
equations
myk − pyi = dik

(3.2)

mzl − pzi = dil

(3.3)

As previously discussed, the measurements of interframe motion derived from the VIO
system and entropy analysis can be modeled as follows

pi+1 − pi = ti

(3.4)

Given this system of measurements the task of finding the optimal estimate for the structure
of the scene and the trajectory of the sensor based on the factor-graph simply amounts to
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Figure 6: A birds-eye illustration of how our convex solution (below) can improve reconstruction by eliminating the drift still present in the least-squares solution (above). Notice
the reduction in the total number of layout planes, which are denoted with red and green
denoted lines corresponding to each axis-alignment.
solving a sparse linear system Aξ = b in a least squares sense.

minimize kAξ − bk2
ξ

(3.5)

This is simply the system formed by stacking the measurement equations, namely Equations
3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4, into a single sparse system. The vector b aggregates the right hand
sides of the equations including the distance measurements, dij , dik , dil , and the translation
estimates ti . This sparse system can be solved extremely efficiently even for relatively large
systems of measurements.

3.1.3

Automatic Model Selection

Running the optimization in Equation 3.5 yields the result shown in the second column of
Figure 9. Each entry shows a result that captures the overall structure of the hallway but
also exhibits the kind of drift typically associated with SLAM solutions; an artifact further
highlighted in Figure 6. These reconstruction errors stem from the fact that the initial
set of correspondences derived from the stream of depth frames is necessarily incomplete.
While correspondences derived from frame to frame analysis are typically correct they
fail to capture salient long term matches. For example, when one enters then exits a
room it is important to encode the fact that walls in the hallway were in fact previously
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seen and are not new features in the map. Similarly it is entirely possible to encounter a
structural wall, then an opening, and then an entirely new section of the same wall. This
problem of establishing long range correspondences is exacerbated by the fact that layout
structures, unlike visual point feature landmarks, are extended structures and are rarely
visually distinctive. Different sections of the same structure can have different appearances
in different locations which can frustrate simple techniques that attempt to establish these
long range correspondences.
We note that this problem of establishing long range correspondences subsumes the problem
of loop closure which also revolves around the issue of deciding that one structure, a wall
in this case, corresponds to another observed previously.
We propose a novel method that allows us to solve this problem by re-imagining this problem
as one of model selection where our goal is to derive the simplest model that is consistent
with our observations.
We begin by noting that solutions to Equation 3.5 suffer from having too many wall surfaces.
This is because when a layout structure is encountered again after an intervening break it
will be entered again in the map as a new structural layout plane. Our goal then is to
discover which of the segments in our overly large model could actually be coincident.
Identifying two or more layout structures with each other effectively reduces the number of
parameters associated with the model since all of the displacement parameters associated
with that set are collapsed to a single value. In this way we effectively compress the model
leading to a simpler solution.
We begin by encoding all of the possible or suspected equivalences between layout segments
in a set of equations of the following form

mxa − mxb = 0
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(3.6)

As you would expect Equation 3.6 encodes the idea that the x aligned layout plane with
index a and the one with index b are in fact the same. Analogous equations are defined for
y and z aligned layout planes.
These possible equivalences can be readily accumulated into a single sparse linear system
Eξ = 0 where E is a sparse matrix encoding the relationship and ξ is the vector of model
parameters used in Equation 3.5.
One possible approach to generating equivalence hypotheses, is to simply enumerate all
possible equivalences between segments which face the same direction (north, east, south,
west). However, this approach leads to an unnecessarily large E matrix that contains numerous spurious hypotheses; the effects of which we discuss more thoroughly in Section 3.4.
For now, we adopt the heuristic of enumerating all possible equivalences between segments
facing in the same direction that are within some distance of each other. Depending on the
length of the path, the expected amount of drift, and the initial number of planes detected,
this value can vary between 0.5-3 meters.
At this point we are not sure which of the equivalences are correct and which are false.
This leads to a model selection problem. If there are k possible equivalence relations then
there are in principle 2k possible models depending on which of the equivalence relations are
enforced, modulo independence issues related to transitive closures among the equivalence
relations.
How then can we go about selecting which relations are correct from this exponentially
large set of possibilities?
We begin by using the original reconstruction problem as a system that defines a set of
possible solutions. We do this by considering the set of ξ values that satisfy:

kAξ − bk2 ≤ δ
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(3.7)

where δ encodes the discrepancy between a proposed solution and the available measurements.
One way to choose delta is simply by setting it to
∗
(1 + )kAξlin
− bk2 ,

∗ is the optimal value of ξ after solving Equation 3.5. Alternatively, one can relate δ
where ξlin

to the error that one expects in the measurements based on the sensor model. We could also
imagine replacing the `2 norm with the `1 or `∞ norms. In each case this inequality defines
a convex set in parameter space corresponding to solutions that are sufficiently consistent
with the original set of measurements.
We then view our problem as finding the point in the set that maximizes the number of
equivalence relations we can satisfy. Note that maximizing the number of equivalences is
equivalent to minimizing the number of parameters in the final model, so our goal is to
effectively apply the principle of Occam’s razor to find the simplest model that explains our
data.
Formally we can state our goal as follows
minimize
ξ

kEξk0
(3.8)

subject to kAξ − bk2 ≤ δ

In this expression, the `0 norm of a vector simply counts the number of non-zero entries in
its input. This problem formulation is reminiscent of the kinds of problems one encounters
in compressed sensing.
While this formulation is what we would ideally like to tackle, the discontinuous nature of
the `0 norm makes it intractable so we resort instead to the `1 norm which we can view as
a convex relaxation of our original problem.
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Our new goal then can be stated as follows
minimize
ξ

kEξk1
(3.9)

subject to kAξ − bk2 ≤ δ

Many may notice the similarity between our formulation and the LASSO procedure (Tibshirani, 2011). LASSO performs subset selection over model coefficients by forcing as many
of them to zero by bounding the sum of the absolute values of regression coefficients. Our
approach to model simplification is different as our procedure reduces model complexity by
enforcing equivalence relations encoded in the E matrix.
At this point we note that the optimization problem stated in Equation 3.9 involves minimizing a convex function subject to a convex constraint which places us squarely in the
domain of convex optimization. The resulting problem can be reformulated as solving
for the optimal value of a linear objective function subject to a set of linear and convex
quadratic constraints. We note that we can solve problems involving hundreds of variables
in a matter of seconds due to the sparseness of the underlying systems.
Once the problem has been solved we examine the resulting vector Eξ and apply a threshold
µ to decide which of the equivalences should be enforced. We then re-solve the optimization
problem enforcing these equivalences
minimize
ξ

kAξ − bk2
(3.10)
0

subject to E ξ = 0
where E 0 denotes the reduced set of enforced equivalences. The extent of the new layout
structures are determined by computing the boundary around the individual corresponding
layout segments residing on the same plane.
We can also introduce an additional hard constraint on the trajectory of the sensor relative to
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the layout segments. For instance, a measurement dij to layout segment mxj also introduces
the following linear inequality constraint

− sign(dij )(mxj − pxi ) ≤ 0

(3.11)

This constraint ensures that the recovered model is topologically consistent with the range
observations. Accumulating these inequalities yields an additional convex constraint Dξ ≤
0, which is added to Equations 3.9 and 3.10. However, in practice we notice that the
inclusion of these constraints can increase computation time for a limited gain as they are
not typically violated given a reasonably accurate set of measurements.

3.2

General Case

In this section we seek to address the limitations of our previous approach in order to develop
a system better capable of generalizing to a larger set of SLAM problems. In particular,
we seek to relax the assumption of a strict Manhattan World. Instead, we will assume
that the building structure must conform only to a finite set of principal directions, i.e. a
Stata Center World (Bosse et al., 2003). We also address many of the limiting performance
factors originally preventing true real-time application and introduce methods for increasing
robustness. A real-time open source Python implementation of our updated system, which
we call OccamSAM, can be found at https://github.com/ashariati/occamsam.
Our technical approach discussed here mirrors that of (Shariati et al., 2019). To begin, we
provide an overview of the slight differences between the sensor configuration that we use
for the latest experiments and that of the previous work.
Given that the primary landmark features we are interested in mapping are large planar
structures corresponding to the building layout, we have replaced our original 3D sensors
with a Velodyne, as the former are constrained by a extremely limited fields of views providing little coverage of the scene. In order to further expand the Velodyne’s 30◦ × 180◦
field of view, we attach the sensor to a upward-facing actuated mount, illustrated in Figure
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Figure 7: Quadrotor platform with a rotating Velodyne LIDAR configuration on top and
resulting 360◦ scan of the scene (courtesy of Exyn Technologies).
7, which provides an additional axis of continuous rotation during each sweep. The result
is a scan providing complete 360◦ coverage of the scene around the robot. Observe that the
extensive coverage afforded by this new configuration results in a higher degree of visual
contrast between the layout structures and surrounding clutter, and as a result, a simplified
segmentation task.
Just as in the previous approach, we bootstrap our SLAM system to a separate state
estimation subsystem which provides initial estimates of frame-to-frame motion. As we now
use 3D LIDAR data exclusively for sensing, we use a customized inertial LOAM (Zhang
and Singh, 2014) implementation instead of VIO from image sequences.

3.2.1

Structure Detection

Our analysis begins as before by identifying the dominant orientation of the building using
the entropy compass method described in (Bazin et al., 2013) and (Taylor and Cowley,
2012). Given the measured gravity vector provided by our state estimation pipeline, we
incrementally rotate the orbital scan in fractional degree increments to find a yaw orientation
that minimizes the entropy of the projected point distribution along the x and y axis.
Though this approach relies on a Manhattan World assumption, we note that any such
method for tracking a stable fixed principal direction would suffice. In addition, in practice,
most buildings contain at least one Manhattan frame that is easily observable at all times.
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Given the rotation between the robot frame and the detected Manhattan frame in each
keyframe, we then enumerate an additional set of principal directions by taking linear
combinations of the three basis vectors comprising the Manhattan frame. In our current
implementation, we let the set of principal directions be defined as

V = {vz , vx , vy , (vx + vy )/2, (vx − vy )/2},

however, any finite number of combinations of the three Manhattan axis vx , vy , vz could
be included in the set in order to model more complex building layouts. It is worth noting
that methods for automatic surface normal clustering (Straub et al., 2015b) or directional
segmentation (Straub et al., 2017) can also be used in order to generate the set of principal
directions V. In section 3.3.1 we provide an outline of another automatic approach based
on our own model selective method.
Once a set of principal directions has been identified, we can then extract a set of layout
planes by performing a series of planar sweeps, identifying peaks in the histograms of point
density along each axis as plane locations (Budroni and Boehm, 2010). This approach has
the added bonus of identifying layout planes supporting multiple discontinuous segments
implicitly, which cuts down on the total number of measurements requiring data association.
In addition, we have observed this method to be more robust to clutter especially when
planes are extracted from our extensive 360◦ scans. The result is a fewer number of rows
in our linear system during optimization, alleviating a previously observed performance
bottleneck.
After re-expressing the frame-to-frame translations estimates provided by our LIDAR odometry within the frame of each identified building frame, and having detected a set of planes
along each axis, we are again left with a pose-graph (Lu and Milios, 1997) comprised entirely
of linear odometric and observational measurement factors.
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3.2.2

Model Optimization

Our first major modification of the model optimization step includes the relaxation of the
Manhattan World assumption. Moreover, we enable the incorporation of infinite planar
landmarks aligned to any of the dominant principal directions within the building V. The
new linear observation constraints take the following form,

mrj − vrT pi = dij + d ,

(3.12)

where vr represents one of the unit principal directions in V, mrj corresponds to plane
j’s one dimensional offset in the direction of vr , and pi once again represents the robots
position at keyframe i. Notice the inclusion of the Gaussian noise characteristic for the range
measurement d ∼ N (0, σd ) in Equation 3.12. As we will see in the following section, doing
so not only provides for a more accurate reconstruction during model optimization, but a
more principled way of defining reconstruction bounds during automatic model selection.
Similarly, our linear odometric constraints are now expressed as

pi+1 − pi = ti + t .

(3.13)

Given this new modified set of constraints, solving for the optimal set of plane locations
mrj and sensor trajectory pi amounts to solving the following weighted linear least-squares
problem,
minimize kΣ−1 (Aξ − b) k2 ,
ξ

(3.14)

where ξ is the vector formed by stacking the free parameters of the model, and the rows
of A and b are formed by stacking the remaining components of the left and right-hand
side, respectively, of Equations 3.12 and 3.13. Note the inclusion of the diagonal matrix
Σ−1 containing the inverse of the estimated variance of the noise σ 2 for each measurement
along its main diagonal.
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Reducing Problem Size
Though the sparse linear system in Equation 3.14 is already efficiently solvable, the following
marginalization scheme allows for scalable real-time performance. Like other incremental
graph-based SLAM solvers, such as iSAM (Kaess et al., 2008), our method prevents the
optimization from repeatedly updating portions of the state that are not affected by the
latest measurements and have already realized values close to their optimum.
We begin with a simple factorization of the linear system in Equation 3.14 ignoring the
weighting factor of Σ−1 for now without any loss of generality. Observe that the linear
objective can be trivially rewritten as simultaneous optimization over the two types of free
variables, namely planar landmark offsets and sensor positions,

minimize
m,p


   
Am −Ap  m d

  −  
0
Bp
p
t

,

(3.15)

2

where the value of each m and p can be optimized independent of one another. Moreover,
suppose that after solving the above optimization problem over p alone, that p∗ corresponds
to the optimal set of keyframe positions. Then, the optimization over planes m becomes,

minimize
m
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(3.16)
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Similarly, assuming that after we perform the optimization in Equation 3.15 over planes
alone we have an optimal set of plane positions m∗ , we can reformulate the optimization
over keyframe positions as,

minimize
p
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(3.17)

2

Observe however that since solving optimization defined in Equation 3.17 simply amounts
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to solving the equivalent linear least-squares problem defined by squaring the objective
function, we can express the value of p∗ in closed form as a function of any given m,




p∗ =  −Ap Bp
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t

(3.18)

= A†m m − c
Substituting this expression for p∗ back into the optimization over planes defined in Equation 3.16 then yields the following marginalized problem,

minimize
m
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(3.19)

2

Of course this can be written more compactly as,

minimize
m

kCm m − ek2 .

(3.20)

As we expect the number of planes to grow more slowly as compared to the number of
keyframes, the effect of this marginalization approach is that the size of our final optimization problem remains relatively fixed throughout the course of the exploration. This in turn
provides real-time scalability without compromising an exact solution. Notice that at any
point we can obtain the optimal trajectory by simply plugging in the value of m∗ found by
solving the optimization in Equation 3.20 back into Equation 3.18.
The formulation in Equation 3.20 can also be used in order to provide additional analytical insights about the nature of the optimization itself. Squaring the objective function
again results in an equivalent optimization, but allows us to formulate the problem as a
minimization of a quadratic function,

T
minimize mT Cm
Cm m − 2eT Cm m + eT e,
m
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(3.21)

The key revelation provided by this reformulation is that given certain observability asT C )−1 , encodes the directions
sumptions are met, the inverse of the Hessian, namely (Cm
m

of greatest variance for the optimization. In other words, by examining the Eigen decomposition of this matrix, we can characterize the uncertainty in our final reconstruction.

3.2.3

Automatic Model Selection

For any pair of planar landmarks aligned with the same principal direction vr , we can assert
that they correspond to the same layout structure in the real world if, after solving for the
optimal set of model parameters best satisfying the given measurements, the following
constraint is satisfied,
mra − mrb = 0,

(3.22)

i.e. they reside at the same 1D offset. Unfortunately, even if such is the case in the real
world, it is rather unlikely for the constraint to be satisfied exactly in practice, even after
running the robust optimization in Equation 3.14 with modeled noise characteristics. This
observation is what leads to our novel reformulation of the SLAM problem, which aims to
maximize the number of satisfiable equivalence relations. This is achieved by enumerating
all possible equivalences and searching through the resulting space of data associations by
solving the following sparse optimization problem,
minimize
ξ

kEξk1
(3.23)

subject to kAξ − bk2 ≤ 2kΣk2 .
Recall that E is formed by stacking equivalence constraints between plane parameters of
the same directional class – the form of which is given in Equation 3.22.
Observe that what prevents the optimization in Equation 3.23 from producing the trivial
solution of all landmark parameters being equivalent is the bound on the reconstruction
error. In contrast to our previous approach, which uses a hand-tuned parameter bounding
the reconstruction error with respect to the error of the ordinary least-squares solution,
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we now bound our reconstruction error in a more principled manner as it relates to the
expected noise in each measurement. If we assume that the distribution of measurement
errors is in fact Gaussian, the new bound affords enough slack for each measurement to
maintain a 95% likelihood of occurring. In both simulation and the real world, this bound
has proven to be both flexible and informative for consistent and accurate convergence.
Although this formulation provides an effective means for exploring the space of data associations and loop closures, an issue in practice is that all equivalences contained in the rows
of E are given equal consideration by the optimization. That is, the value of associating
one pair of landmarks is the same as any other. We can readily see that this behavior
may be less than desirable in many circumstances as the optimization might match two
relatively insignificant planar fragments at the expense of two major ones, so long as doing
so continues to respect the reconstruction error bound. Therefore, this newest version of
our system includes the assignment of a different weight to each equivalence relation in E
based on its importance with respect to various criteria.
The first of these criteria relates the intensity, mass, or any other unit of size corresponding
to each landmark using a simple summation as follows,

wH (a, b) = ha + hb ,

(3.24)

where ha and hb denote the size of planes a and b, respectively. In this case, the size of
a layout plane refers to the size of its underlying layout segments. Applying this weighting scheme to every row of E results in a “gravity” effect in which planes with a larger
amount of support attract more associations than planes with less support. For instance,
the optimization considers the association of two large planes as very lucrative, while the
association of two small planes as less so. Meanwhile, the association of a small plane and
a large plane may still yield a modest reward somewhere in the middle.
The second of these criteria relates the pairwise distance between planes using the traditional
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radial basis function,

wD (a, b) = exp


(mra − mrb )2
.
2σ 2

(3.25)

The effect of applying this weighting function to each equivalence constraint is that as the
distance between planes a and b increases, the value of their association rapidly approaches
0. Furthermore, by varying the value of σ one can manage the slope of this decline. Notice
that we can use the weighting scheme in Equation 3.25 as a more elegant alternative to the
hard decision threshold used originally to discard hypotheses whose initial pairwise distance
between planes exceeded the fixed amount. Instead, we now only discard a hypothesis when
its corresponding weight is approximately 0.
By defining weighting functions we have provided a framework for generalizing other criteria used in our previous method as well. For instance, our original constraint, that only
planes observed to be facing the same way with respect to their principal direction may be
associated with one another, can be enforced by using the following weighting function,

wS (a, b) = sign(da ) ⊕ sign(db ),

(3.26)

where ⊕ denotes the exclusive-or operation.
Ultimately, the true power of weighting functions comes to fruition as we begin to compose
them with one other. For example, if we let our compositional weighting function be defined
as,
wC (a, b) = wH (a, b) ∗ wD (a, b) ∗ wS (a, b),

(3.27)

we can blend the effects of each seamlessly into a single implicit constraint on the optimization procedure. Letting W represent the diagonal matrix whose ith entry along its main
diagonal be the value of wC (a, b) applied to the planes related by the equivalence in the ith
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row of E, our weighted optimization procedure becomes,
minimize
ξ

kW Eξk1
(3.28)

subject to kAξ − bk2 ≤ 2kΣk2 .

The result of these extensions to the original method for automatic model selection is a more
intelligent optimization procedure that is devoid of any user-defined parameters besides
those that may be sparingly used to define new weighting functions. Once the optimization
in Equation 3.28 is solved, we can then enforce the set of discovered associations E 0 , i.e.
the rows of E where Eξ ∗ is close to zero, as constraints in Equation 3.14,
minimize
ξ

kΣ−1 (Aξ − b) k2
(3.29)
0

subject to E ξ = 0.

3.3

Extensions of the Model Selection Approach

This section highlights a few noteworthy extensions of our model selective approach. Although these formulations are yet to be rigorously tested, we believe that they provide
clear avenues for future research. In addition, they serve as examples demonstrating the
flexibility of our method – using a linearized reconstruction error bound in order to guide a
sparse optimization over possible data associations – and how it may be used to solve other
various types of related problems.

3.3.1

Bearing Landmarks

The first problem we seek to address here is originally encountered in Section 3.2.1, where
we were interested in a method for automatically detecting the set of principal directions
within the building.
We begin again with the assumption that we have an estimate for the gravity vector at all
keyframes and that the set of building principal directions V all reside in the plane defined
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by this vector. Observe that in such a setting, identifying the set of unit vectors in V is
equivalent to finding the corresponding yaw angle of each about the gravity vector. This one
dimensional space is now analogous to the one dimensional space of plane offsets. However,
although both spaces have the same topology (that of a 1D line), in the circular manifold
of 1D angles, an infinite number of angles correspond to the same orientation, i.e. all those
that are the same modulo 2π. This fact forces us to revise our definition of equivalence
as well as our measurement model. Though we will lose the benefit of convexity in our
modified version of the optimization problem, if the problem size is kept reasonably small,
an efficient solution via branch and bound still exists.
We use the following notation to describe each component of our model in this setting. Let
αi ∈ R denote the yaw angle of the sensor about the gravity vector in keyframe i while
βj ∈ R denotes the angular position of the j th landmark. Note that both of these angles
exist within the same axis-aligned frame. Thus, like our original approach, this formulation
subsumes a method for tracking the orientation of some stable fixed frame that is observable
across most keyframes. We remark that we deliberately keep the concept of a bearing a
landmark general. These landmarks in fact could correspond to stable points along the
horizon in an image. However, for the purpose of this example we say that they correspond
to the orientation of a particular layout segment orthogonal to the xy-plane.
Furthermore, let the measurement φi represent the estimate for the angular difference between sequential sensor orientations. Precisely, this quantity is defined as,

αi+1 − αi = φi + φ .

(3.30)

Similarly, we let γij represent the estimate for the angular difference between the orientation
of keyframe i and angular position of landmark j, i.e.,

βj − αi = γij + γ .
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(3.31)

At this point we note the first major difference between the approach described here and
that which we discussed earlier. That is, that this constraint alone cannot account for the
fact that an infinite number of landmark bearing angles βj are valid in reality by adding
any factor of 2π. Therefore, we must introduce an additional integer variable mij ∈ Z in
order to provide that flexibility. Thus, our observation measurement model becomes,

βj − αi − 2πmij = γij + γ .

(3.32)

The same limitation also arises when using our previous definition of equivalence, which is
restated below using our angular notation as follows,

βa − βb = 0.

(3.33)

In this case, we would like to be able to be able to model the fact that any angular difference
between two landmarks that is a multiple of 2π should imply that the landmarks correspond
to the same entity. Therefore, we introduce a second integer variable nab ∈ Z to address
this issue. As a result, our new equivalence constraint becomes,

βa − βb − 2πnab = 0.

(3.34)

Stacking the measurements and equivalence constraints defined in Equations 3.30, 3.32, and
3.34 using the same conventions to obtain our familiar sparse linear systems, we can define
the new model selection procedure as,
minimize
β,α,n,m

kEβ − 2πnk1

subject to k (Aβ β − Aα α − 2πm) − γk2 ≤ 2kΣγ k2
kBα α − φk2 ≤ 2kΣφ k2
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(3.35)

Unfortunately, due to the fact that the entries of n and m reside in Z, Equation 3.35 is
no longer a convex optimization problem, but a mixed integer linear program. Although it
is still solvable with methods such as branch and bound, a greater degree of consideration
must be taken in order to keep the problem tractable.

3.3.2

3D Landmarks

While the ability to quickly search through the vast space of possible data associations is a
powerful tool, the formulations thus described are limited to optimization over 1D subspaces
preventing our method’s generalization as a solution to the full 3D SLAM problem. To
this end, we provide the most exciting extension to our approach thus far, which enables
optimization over the complete space of 3D points.
Before presenting the full details of this new formulation, we reassert the assumption that
we have available some method for detecting some fixed orientation of the building across
all keyframes.
Given this orientation with respect to keyframe i, Ri , we not only re-express the initial
estimate of frame-to-frame translation within this frame, which we denote as ti , but also
the coordinates of every detected point mj ∈ R3 . Letting pi ∈ R3 again denote the position
of keyframe i, we again obtain a set of linear odometric constraints,

pi+1 − pi = ti + t ,

(3.36)

and a set of linear landmark constraints,

mj − pi = dij + d .

(3.37)

Also identical to our original formulation, is our definition of equivalence. Namely, that two
landmarks are considered identical if they share the same position, though we extend this
notion to 3D as follows,
ma − mb = 0.
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(3.38)

Observe however, that for each equivalence relation defined in Equation 3.38 there exists
three separate constraints – one for each dimension. Therefore, we cannot directly utilize
our original objective function kEmk1 as doing so might result in only a subset of the
three required constraints being satisfied as each constraint is treated as independent of one
another by the optimization. In other words, if we are to conclude that a specific equivalence
relation is satisfied, all three of its implicit constraints must be satisfied simultaneously.
We address this issue by using a generalization of the L1 -norm. The L2,1 matrix norm for
a D × Q matrix X is defined as

kXk2,1 =

Q
D
X
X
j=1

! 12
x2ij

.

(3.39)

i=1

Notice that this norm is still a convex function in the columns of X as the operation
amounts to a sum of convex functions, i.e. L2 norms. Of particular interest however, is
that minimizing this norm has the tendency to zero out entire columns of coefficients making
its use as a convex relaxation to the original sparse problem appropriate. We leverage this
insight into redefining our objective function.
Let M be the 3 × N matrix formed by rearranging the set of landmarks such that the j th
column of M is mj . Furthermore, let E be defined as it was in the case of 1D landmarks,
in that each row contains a 1 in column a and −1 in column b for each equivalence relation
defined by Equation 3.38. For the sake of clarity, if there are Q possible landmark equivalences and N landmarks in total, then E is a Q × N matrix. Given this notation, we can
state our new optimization problem as,
minimize
M,p

kM E T k2,1

subject to kAm vec(M ) − Ap p − dk2 ≤ 2kΣd k2

(3.40)

kBp p − tk2 ≤ 2kΣt k2 .
This new objective now yields our desired behavior, which is to maximize the number
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of enforceable 3D equivalences while still maintaining a reasonable bound on the total
reconstruction error.
Given that we now possess the ability to map and associate arbitrary 3D points, we can
readily see the implications of the optimization defined in Equation 3.40 towards solving
the problem of Semantic SLAM. In Semantic SLAM, the 3D points often correspond to
the location of various detected objects in the world. However, due to the discrete nature
of object labels, it becomes unclear as to how to best associate the different landmarks
with one another in the event of an erroneous classification. We now describe how our
optimization may be modified in order to address this challenge.
Recall from Section 3.2.3 how we can introduce various types of weighting functions into
our objective function in order to assign a different value for each suspected equivalence
relation selected for enforcement by the optimization. In the case of Semantic SLAM, we
would ideally like to assign weights based on our classification confidence for each landmark.
Therefore, let us define a confidence-based weight for each pair of landmarks with the same
class label s as a sum of both confidences,

w(a, b) = p(msa = s) + p(msb = s),

(3.41)

where pa (s) and pb (s) denote the probability mass function over labels for each landmark.
Furthermore, we can also define weights associating pairs of landmarks with different class
labels based on a conditional confidence as,

w(a, b) = p(msb |msa ) + p(msa |msb ),

(3.42)

We note that these conditional probability distributions may be obtained from the corresponding confusion matrix for each object detector. Given this set of weight functions,
we can incorporate meaningful pairwise weights between possible equivalence relations as
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before with the introduction of a diagonal weight matrix W into the objective function,
minimize
M,p

kM E T W k2,1

subject to kAm vec(M ) − Ap p − dk2 ≤ 2kΣd k2

(3.43)

kBp p − tk2 ≤ 2kΣt k2 .

Although we are yet to provide a deeper quantitative analysis of this formulation’s performance, preliminary results on simulated data indicate an ability to converge to compact
accurate reconstructions with the same efficiency as our original approach. In fact, our open
source implementation of OccamSAM utilizes the problem formulation in Equation 3.43 by
default as it is simply a generalization of the 1D case.
Heterogeneous Landmarks
The optimization described in Equation 3.43 fully enables the mapping of general 3D points.
We can exploit this property in order to also include other geometric primitives within our
SLAM system that can be represented by a 3D point, such as planes.
The closest point representation of a plane is a three parameter representation which selects
the point along the plane closest to the origin as its sole descriptor. Given a normal vector
v and an offset m parameterizing a plane, the closest point can be computed as mv.
Conversely, given the closest point, which is itself a vector, the plane offset is provided
by its magnitude while the plane normal corresponds to its normalized direction. Thus,
we can incorporate our original orientation-constrained planes into the optimization simply
by introducing two additional affine constraints for each point representing a plane, which
constrain its position to reside along a 1D subspace defined by the plane’s assigned principal
direction.
Notice that we can use this approach in order to enforce additional interpenetration constraints between objects and the surrounding layout. By introducing additional convex
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inequality constraints of the form,

vkT (mpoint − mkplane ) ≥ bwidth ,

(3.44)

where bwidth corresponds to a bounding box width, we can ensure that a particular object’s
extent never intersects a layout plane. This constraint can even be made an equality in
order to encode the fact that an object is explicitly supported by some plane. Moreover,
either type of constraint can be included without violating the convexity of the original
problem.

3.4

Experimental Results

The following set of reconstruction experiments were carried out using our initial approach
assuming a Manhattan World, which is described in Section 3.1. The datasets used contain
information collected in several different areas across our campus and have been made
publicly available at (Pfrommer and Daniilidis, 2019). Data from three different sensor rigs
was used for these experiments in order to demonstrate robustness. All of them have in
common a custom stereo monochrome camera running at 20 Hz with a 97◦ ×81◦ field of view
(FOV) (Quigley et al., 2018). Together with a hardware synchronized inertial measurement
unit (IMU), they provide data to drive the stereo VIO algorithm. The primary difference
between rigs is the choice of depth sensor and its frame rate. Rig A (used for Areas 1,2, and
3) hosts a PMD Monstar time-of-flight depth sensor, which captures 352 × 287 resolution
frames at 10 Hz and has a FOV of 100◦ × 85◦ . Rig B (used for Areas 4 and 5) features the
same depth sensor, but run at 5Hz. Lastly, Rig C (used for Area 6) replaces the Monstar
with an Orbbec Astra structured light camera, which runs at 30Hz and has a resolution of
640 × 400 and a FOV of 60◦ × 49.5◦ . All of our computations were carried out using an
Intel i7-8700K CPU with 32GB of RAM.
With the exception of the threshold used for enumerating possible equivalences, all computations were carried out using the same set of optimization parameters agnostic to sensor
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choice or environment. The entropy compass explored a radius of 0.3◦ around the estimate
of angular displacement provided by the VIO system. The value of  used to determine δ
was empirically set to 2%. Finally, the threshold value of µ used to conclude equivalence
between two segments was set to 30 centimeters. We crucially note however, that the use
of so many user-defined parameters in these experiments is a significant drawback of our
original formulation, which is why we have undertaken the effort to eliminate virtually all of
those just described in our latest revisions to the approach described in Section 3.2. While
it still remains in the latest implementation, the parameter µ is set to a more principled
zero-threshold value of 0.001.
Figure 9 illustrates a composite of the reconstruction results in each environment using
our convex approach, which we compare to reconstructions based on registering layout
segments to the axis-aligned frame position they were observed in, as well as the results of
the least-squares optimization described in Equation 3.5.
Different environments presented different challenges. For instance, Area 3 is rather large
and contains many classrooms along its eastern wing. As a result, redundant candidate
layout structures were generated as we encountered the same walls multiple times upon
entering and exiting each classroom, which our optimization then had to consider. Area 6
features a modern architecture with many glass surfaces (embedded even in doors), large
open areas, and exposed structural I-beams oriented at various angles. As a result, not only
was the entropy analysis and layout segment detection confounded by the actual layout
itself, but also by missing and corrupted depth measurements. Importantly, almost all of
the examples involve situations where the robot needs to perform loop closures to account
for situations where the same surface is encountered again after a significant interval of
time. These loop closures are automatically detected and factored into the reconstruction
as part of our procedure.
For each environment, Table 1 shows the number of equivalences considered, the number
that were accepted, the number of layout structures in the original model and the number in
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Table 1: Complexity results in each of the mapped environments
Area ID
Number of Equivalences Considered
Number of Equivalences Accepted
Number of Initial Layout Segments in Model
Number of Layout Structures After Analysis
Complexity Reduction %
Optimization Time (s)
Path Length (m)

1
151
125
48
14
70.8
0.12
53

2
2734
1431
239
34
85.8
2.02
200

3
15631
10761
408
40
90.2
50.67
249

4
454
247
89
28
68.5
0.23
69

5
1173
1092
108
25
76.9
0.79
113

6
1704
1510
167
16
90.4
0.59
67

Table 2: Drift in meters after each type of optimization
Optim.
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Area 5
Area 6

Raw VIO
0.67
2.36
2.24
0.46
1.32
0.73

Entropy Compass
0.82
3.06
2.98
0.35
0.81
1.07

Least-Squares
0.62
1.58
1.63
0.48
0.46
0.88

Convex
0.16
0.39
0.19
0.09
0.15
1.11

the final simplified model. It also indicates the computational time required for the analysis
and the length of the robot’s trajectory. Note that the final optimized model contains far
fewer layout planes than the original model.
We also mention that these reported computation times should be significantly improved
with our latest implementation made publicly available at the following address https:
//github.com/ashariati/occamsam. In fact, the incorporation of the marginalization
scheme outlined in Section 3.2.2 results in online update rates at about 10Hz on average.
Table 2 provides a quantitative analysis of the effects different types of optimization have
on the trajectory drift. As the sensor rig is carried back to the starting location after each
exploration, the values reported are the distances between the starting point and ending
point of the trajectory after reconstruction. Note that in all cases but one, the convex
optimization significantly reduced the drift in the reconstructed trajectory.
Figure 8 provides a quantitative analysis of the distance between selected surfaces in the
recovered model compared to ground truth measurements of these distances taken with a
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ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

GT
73.15
6.48
4.72
12.70
8.48
9.01
6.34
3.35
6.10
1.47
2.10
2.32
30.00

Model
74.06
6.47
4.72
12.46
8.34
9.08
6.38
3.32
6.00
1.59
2.10
2.36
30.26

∆
0.91
0.01
0
0.24
0.14
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.10
0.12
0
0.04
0.26

Figure 8: Comparison of surface to surface distances against ground truth measurements
collected with a laser range finder. All values in meters.
laser range finder in Area 3. The average reconstruction error in this set of measurements
of 1.5%.
In an effort to better characterize the performance of our general case method, described
in Section 3.2, we provide a comparative assessment against the Expectation Maximization
approach described in (Bowman et al., 2017). We have chosen the latter approach for
comparison as it stands as the most general and principled probabilistic approach to backend data association for SLAM among the literature. Our experiment begins by generating
40 random simulations containing about 1000 keyframes and 80 landmarks belonging to
one of 10 different unique landmark classes. We also note that all measurements are infused
with synthetic noise. The primary difference we observe between both approaches is how
the convergence time varies with the maximum number of landmark measurements made
in a given keyframe. We vary the latter for each set of trials on the 40 simulations by
explicitly pruning the set of measurements made at all keyframes such that their number
does not exceed the fixed allotted amount. The results of our experiment are summarized
in Figure 10. As we can see in Figure 10b, where the maximum number of measurements
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Area ID

Axis-Aligned Frame
Registration

Least-Squares
Optimization

Convex Optimization

Area 1

Area 2

Area 3

Area 4

Area 5

Area 6
Figure 9: Birds-eye view of the reconstruction results of our analysis in several Manhattan
environments. Each column illustrates the effect of a different reconstruction method while
each row corresponds to a different area. Red and green point clouds correspond to x and
y-aligned layout segments, which reside on infinite layout planes denoted in each figure with
red and green dotted lines. The black curve illustrates the sensor trajectory.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Comparative results between our method, OccamSAM, and the ExpectationMaximization approach. Provided is a log-plot of the average time to convergence versus the
maximum number of landmark measurements made in a given keyframe (a) and a log-plot
of the mean error versus the time to convergence for that trial (b).
is capped at three, the accuracy of both methods is comparable across all trials. Although
it would seem the EM approach is slower in most cases, the quality of the reconstruction is
not correlated with the amount of time spent converging to a solution for either method.
The real difference between the two methods comes to light as we vary the cap and observe
that the convergence time of the EM approach begins to grow exponentially while that of
OccamSAM remains fairly constant, as shown in Figure 10a.
We can better understand the reason behind this phenomena by closely examining the
assumptions of the EM method. The EM SLAM method provides an approach to approximating the distribution of all possible data associations since any attempt to model it
explicitly is quite intractable. However, even with the naive Bayes assumption that data
associations across different keyframes are independent, their expectation step still requires
a series of combinatorial sums. When used in many Semantic SLAM settings, the computational overhead remains low as one might expect to see at most two noteworthy objects in
a given keyframe, but in general if this second assumption is violated, we can see that the
method has difficulty scaling. On the other hand, OccamSAM allows for a comprehensive
search over the entire space of data associations without any perceivable degradation in
performance with the number of measurements.
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3.5

Discussion

In summary, we have demonstrated an approach for generating compact planar reconstructions of indoor environments. In scenarios where a reasonable estimate for one’s rotation
can be inferred from the visible building structure, we can solve the full SLAM problem
using convex optimization. Furthermore, our sparse objective enables us to explore the
vast combinatorial space of potential data associations and loop closures, which results in
a more accurate trajectory alongside a compact representation of the map. We validate
our mapping procedure on a set of representative indoor environments using our original
Manhattan assumption described in Section 3.1.
We have also further refined our approach, building upon the early success of our original
system, by providing a generalization to a larger class of more complex indoor environments,
achieving real-time performance, and computing robust reconstructions. This latest implementation, which is described in Section 3.2, has also been made available to the public in
our open source release. We have even extended our model selective approach in order to
begin addressing the full 3D SLAM problem with the ability to map 3D landmarks.
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Chapter 4

Inferring Semantically Meaningful
Building Models
In this chapter we discuss how one might use the compact planar reconstructions provided
by the structural SLAM systems described in Chapter 3, in order to estimate a complete
building information model (BIM). Many current layout estimation pipelines focus on scene
understanding from a single image or on generating BIMs only after the entire space has
been surveyed. For an autonomous agent, such as the one shown in Figure 11, that must
navigate through a previously unexplored environment, it is neither necessary nor desirable
for it to have to observe every corner and crevasse of the environment in order to construct
a water-tight model of the space. To this end, we provide an outline of two different
algorithms which deliver comprehensive understanding of the general building structure by
fusing information from multiple vantage points as the agent moves through the environment
using only the typical sets of incomplete scans available to a robot over the course of its
mission at any moment in time. Furthermore, our methods are designed to provide robust
speculation as to the presence of boundaries and freespace in regions of the environment
beyond the field of view. As we will see the compact planar representation provided by
our structural SLAM system acts as a highly informative prior for inferring the nature of
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(a) Quadrotor
Suite

w/

Sensor (b) 3D Point Cloud Reconstruction
(c) Semantic Floor Plan

Figure 11: Our goal is to be able to automatically construct semantic layouts of indoor
spaces based on the kinds of data that could be acquired from an autonomous robot like
the one shown in (a). This system is equipped with a pair of stereo cameras, an IMU and a
PMD depth camera. (b) Shows a small portion of the 3D point cloud that we can acquire by
integrating information from the robots sensors (c) Shows the abstracted floor plan distilled
from the 3D measurements that are acquired as the sensor suite is moved through the scene.
space in unexplored regions of the map. Ultimately, the intention behind synthesizing such
models is to provide a semantic context for higher level planning tasks.

4.1

Door Detection

We begin first with the observation that within the context of buildings, doorways play a
special role in scene understanding. That is, they signal a clear transition between two functionally disjoint spaces such as rooms and hallways. This motivates us to develop a scheme
to automatically detect these features as they serve the more functional representation of
our building models.
Given a layout plane we begin by accumulating all of the points associated with that plane
as shown in Figure 12. Notice how the discontinuity of observations, which arises from incomplete and amodal perception, makes the problem of identifying concrete door boundaries
more challenging than simply looking for negative space.
After aggregating each point set, we crop the resulting cloud at 2 meters which is close to the
typical door height while the remaining points are projected to the line in order to construct
a histogram of density as shown in Figure 12. We then compute a smoothed gradient of
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Figure 12: Result of merging the individual cloud segments associated with a particular
layout plane (top). Histogram of projected points corresponding to the point cloud in
Figure 12 cropped at 2 meters (bottom). The distance between ticks along the axis is 10
meters. Histogram bin counts range from 0 - 500.
the resulting signal and then convolve the result with a matched filter that is designed to
detect 1 meter wide apertures. The existing system readily detects openings between 0.8
and 1.2 meters wide and can easily be extended to accommodate varying dimensions. Note
the parent-child relationship between layout planes and door openings. Once the layout has
been determined these doorways help to define the functional transitions between different
spaces.

4.2

Layout Estimation

The two methods we present here for layout estimation act as the bedrock for our building
modeling scheme. Recall that the output of our structural SLAM system is an optimized
trajectory and the minimum set of layout planes necessary to explain all observed layout
segments, where each layout plane is parameterized by its position and orientation class.
Unfortunately, as is illustrated in Figure 13a, while a human may be able to readily discern
each of the independent regions of the building given this planar representation alone, it is
unclear how this process may be automated as a program since the true extent of individual
walls and their meetings at corners are typically ill defined in the data. In addition, we note
that a planar model alone does not provide any information with regards to which of the
bounded regions consist of navigable freespace.
Although the approaches for layout modeling described in the sequel can readily be lifted
to the general 3D case, for the sake of simplicity we describe the approach for modeling a
single floor. The result is a 2D floor plan model of the building. Note however that the
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(a) SL-LMS Input

(b) Freespace Speculation

(c) Semantic Floor Plan

Figure 13: A birds-eye perspective of the 3D reconstruction provided by our structural
SLAM system is shown in (a). Red and green dotted lines indicate the position of different
layout planes perpendicular to the x and y axis, respectively. Each red and green point cloud
illustrates the portion of its corresponding layout plane which is observed. A generated floor
plan outlined in blue overlaid on top of the occupancy grid is given in (b). Known free cells
are colored white while unobserved cells speculated to be free based on the floor plan are
colored gray. Occupied cells and unobserved cells outside of the domain of the floor plan are
colored black. The final semantically colored floor plan with labeled region is shown in (c).
Cyan regions correspond to rooms, while magenta regions regions correspond to corridors.
Open doorways on the borders of each region are indicated.
system still analyzes a complete 3D point cloud and 3D trajectory in order to distill the
aforementioned floor plan.

4.2.1

Greedy Cover Approach

This greedy approach to layout estimation is first described in our prior publication (Shariati
et al., 2018). We begin by recognizing that regions of indoor freespace are typically enclosed
by pairs of inward facing structures i.e. north-facing wall to south-facing wall and eastfacing wall to west-facing wall. Therefore, given a set of axis-aligned layout planes as well
as their observed orientation, we enumerate all possible north-south and east-west pairs,
Px = X + × X −
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(4.1)

Py = Y + × Y −

(4.2)

where X + and X − are defined as the set of east-facing plane positions and west-facing
plane positions respectively. Similarly, Y + and Y − are defined in the same way for north
and south-facing planes. Using these intermediary sets, we then enumerate all the possible
rectangles that could be used to explain the freespace

R = Px × Py .

(4.3)

This set however contains several different types of invalid rectangles including: those that
have opposing faces which are outward facing; those whose length or width are too narrow
(less than 1 meter for most indoor spaces); those which include portions of observed layout
segments (projected to the ground plane after thresholding all points at a height greater
than 2 meters) within their bounds; and those which include detected doorways within their
bounds. Therefore, we prune the set of all such offending elements. It is interesting to note
that this operation typically reduces the size of the original space of candidates by about
70 - 95%, which greatly improves the speed of our algorithm.
This approach to defining rectangular regions is similar to the scheme employed by Xiao
and Furukawa (Xiao and Furukawa, 2014) but here we leverage the fact that we are pairing
structural planes with infinite extent rather than incomplete wall segments. More specifically if we consider the example environment shown in Figure 13a the system considers
pairs of the infinite dotted lines shown rather than just the solid segments where direct
evidence is available. This approach allows the scheme to effectively speculate in regions
that have not been observed yet.
After generating a voxel map reconstruction using the point cloud registration provided by
our SLAM system, we can sample the map at a particular height in order to determine
which cells each rectangle in R spans. We note that each voxel is 0.1 meters on side. At
this point, we observe that the problem we are presented with can be phrased as a set
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cover problem. We are given a universe Fh of n freespace cells in the 2D occupancy grid
– generated by sampling from the 3D voxel map at a height h – each covered by at least
one R ∈ R, and a list of R1 , . . . , Rm ∈ R rectangle subsets of Fh , each with its own weight
defined as the total number of free, occupied, and unobserved cells in the grid it covers.
What we would like is to select the a collection of rectangles, C, of minimum total weight,
whose union is equal to all of Fh . Minimizing this objective should, in principle, select
those candidates which explain as much of the freespace as they can, while also yielding
the simplest explanation of the space. The set cover problem is, of course, NP-Complete,
however effective greedy solutions have been developed and we exploit one of these.
We construct the cover C of rectangles, by iteratively making the following greedy choice:
select the rectangle Ri that minimizes
Ai
|Ri ∩ D|

(4.4)

until no freespace voxels remain uncovered, where Ai denotes the sum of the number of
free, occupied, and unobserved voxels within the span of Ri , and D is the set of remaining
uncovered free voxels. If there happen to be two or more rectangles with the same ratio,
we choose the one with the largest Ai . This algorithm has the interesting property that
the cover selected has weight within a factor O(log d∗ ) of the optimal, where d∗ = maxi |Si |
(Kleinberg and Tardos, 2006).
Given this cover, a floor plan can be generated by computing the union of all rectangles in
C. An example of such a floor plan can be seen in Figure 13b. Notice that our segment
and doorway collision constraint on R results in the generation of functionally disjoint
regions. These regions may also be given unique identifiers as illustrated in Figure 13c. It
is important to mention that these regions are subject to one filtering criteria, which is that
no region my have a ratio of total cells spanned to free cells spanned greater than 1000.
This threshold may be tuned in order to limit the desired degree of risk in the speculation.
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Based on which layout planes form the faces of each region, we can also reason as to which
doorways act as transitions between pairs of adjacent regions given each region’s well defined
boundary. These doorways are highlighted in the semantically annotated version of the floor
plan shown in Figure 13c.
Note that this optimization procedure seeks to find the simplest set of boxes that explains
the available data which encourages the system to expand corridors and rooms since this
allows it to explain larger regions with fewer primitives. In contrast, the optimization in
(Xiao and Furukawa, 2014) was designed for situations where the space was completely
scanned so the optimization penalizes primitives that include unexplored voxels.
We highlight the fact that while our method for cuboid generation relies on a Manhattan
World assumption, the crux of our covering algorithm is agnostic to the specific shape of the
provided primitives, since the notion of shape is abstracted away as simply a set spanning
some elements. In other words, given some alternative method for enumerating any n-sided
polyhedra, the same algorithm can be used to infer the layout extent in both the 2D and
the 3D case.

4.2.2

Connected Components Approach

Here we discuss an alternative, more topological, approach to layout estimation than the one
discussed previously. Though we stress that both methods are orthogonal to one another
and could be used interchangeably.
We first begin with a description of a cell complex (Mura et al., 2014) and how one might
be constructed given the planar representation provided by our structural SLAM system.
Roughly speaking, a cell complex may be thought of as a non-recursive partitioning of space
into a set of distinct cells. The result is something resembling that of an n-D grid, where
each cell is now a convex shape instead of a cuboid, and each cell has as many neighbors as
it has sides. An example of a simple 2D cell complex may be seen in Figure 14a. In order
to construct this object, we first define the set of all planes aligned with the rth principal
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direction in the building as,
r
Pr = {vrx x + vry x + vrz z − mrj = 0}N
j=1 ,

(4.5)

where each plane is simply parameterized by its normal direction vr and its offset mr along
this axis. Furthermore, let the set of all planes in the world identified by our structural
SLAM system be defined as
P=

k
[

Pr .

(4.6)

r=1

Given the set of planes P we can proceed with the algorithm provided in Algorithm 1
in order to obtain the set of cells C which define the cell complex. We begin in lines 23 by initializing the cell complex with the space spanned by the four corners defined by
utr , utl , ubl , ubr which all reside along some predefined ground plane. We then proceed in
sequence for each new plane. First, we partition the set of existing vertices into two sets
depending on which side of the plane each corresponding point resides on in line 5. Then,
the remainder of the procedure involves identifying each cell whose spanned vertices are
partitioned by the cutting plane, introducing a new splitting edge according to the two
points of intersection of the plane with the cells originally boundary, and subdividing the
cell into two partitions. Note that since all cells remain convex throughout the procedure,
based on the fact that they are each defined by a collection of half-spaces, we can be sure
that if a cell is “hit” by a plane that the plane will intersect its boundary at exactly two
points. Although we assume these two incident points occur along edges in line 7, this
is without any loss of generality as if one or two of the points of intersection occur at an
existing vertex, we simply refrain from introducing a new point and continue accordingly.
With careful bookkeeping, an implementation of the algorithm just described can be made
highly efficient. In addition, by generalizing the definition of a cell from a single convex
polygon to that of a polyhedra defined by multiple polygonal faces, the algorithm can be
readily extended to 3D.
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Algorithm 1 Cell Complex Construction in 2D
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

procedure ConstructCellComplex(P)
V ← {utr , utl , ubl , ubr }
. Initialize vertex set
C ← {{(utr , utl ), (utl , ubl ), (ubl , ubr ), (ubr , utr )}}
. Initialize cell set
for all p ∈ P do
Partition V into V + and V − with p
for all c ∈ C with edges spanning sets V + and V − do
Let (u, v), (u0 , v 0 ) ∈ c be these two edges
. W.L.O.G.
Let t and t0 be the intersections of p with (u, v) and (u0 , v 0 )
V ← V ∪ {t, t0 }
V + ← V + ∪ {t, t0 }
V − ← V − ∪ {t, t0 }
c0 ← (c − {(u, v), (u0 , v 0 )}) ∪ {(u, t), (t, v), (u0 , t0 ), (t0 , v 0 )}
c+ ← {e = (u, v) | e ∈ c0 , u ∈ V + , v ∈ V + } ∪ (t, t0 )
c− ← {e = (u, v) | e ∈ c0 , u ∈ V − , v ∈ V − } ∪ (t, t0 )
C ← (C − c) ∪ {c+ , c− }
end for
end for
return C
end procedure

This concludes the discussion of how we can transform the strictly planar representation
provided by the structural SLAM system into a volumetric cell complex representation.
However, in order to set the stage for our subsequent approach to layout speculation, we
must first define two additional concepts.
The first concept is that of cell adjacency. Observe that any two cells in C that both contain
the same boundary edge (u, v) are adjacent in this representation. If we collect all such
pairs of cells into a set A, we can construct a graph defined by G = (C, A), where cells act as
nodes in the graph G while their adjacency relations can be modeled with edges. We refer
to this graph as a graph complex. Figure 14b provides a visualization of a graph complex
superimposed onto its underlying cell complex.
The next concept we must define is that of freespace evidence. Recall in our previous layout
estimation approach how we use voxels labeled as “free” by a ray-tracing algorithm as the
entity to be explained by our covering algorithm. Here, we simply aim to group all such
geometric objects that could be used to represent evidence for observed freespace under the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 14: An example of a cell complex given a set of planes (a). Using implicit adjacency
relations between cells, we can define a graph complex shown in (b). Before layout inference
using a connected component analysis (e,f), we first insert freespace evidence (c) and then
prune edges that cross an observed layout segment (d). The effects of using an increased
speculation horizon of 2 is shown in (f).
same classification. For example, in this approach, we first compute covariance matrices for
each detected floor and ceiling segment observed in each keyframe, project the corresponding
ellipsoid to the ground plane, and then compute a convex approximation to the resulting
ellipse’s boundary. The resulting ellipse serves as a rough indicator of the area of freespace
surrounding the robot at any given keyframe. By using a convex approximation, we can
efficiently incorporate these shapes delineating freespace into the cell partitioning scheme
in Algorithm 1 such that after the cell complex is constructed, some cells might contain
fractional portions of the original freespace evidence.
We next describe our algorithm for layout speculation using this representation, which is
provided in Algorithm 2. We also provide an illustration of the effects of each step of the
algorithm against a simple example in Figure 14. In lines 2-3 the procedure begins with a
set of preprocessing steps. We first mark all cells that contain freespace evidence. This step
could also be augmented to take into account ratios of occupancy between the area occupied
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Algorithm 2 Speculative Layout Estimation
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

procedure EstimateLayout(G = (C, A), speculationHorizon)
Mark all nodes c ∈ C that contain freespace evidence
Remove all edges a ∈ A whose shared cell boundary overlaps with any layout segment
Let M ⊂ G 0 be the subgraph containing only marked nodes
Select L ⊂ G 0 such that all nodes are within a distance of speculationHorizon of M
return L
end procedure

by the evidence and the area spanned by the cell itself. Next, we prune the set of edges of all
adjacency relations for which the adjacent cells share a boundary which overlaps with any
of the observed layout sections. In our implementation, checking this condition amounts
to projecting the 3D layout segment point clouds associated with a particular plane to the
induced boundary line and comparing the lengths of overlapping 1D intervals. Finally, using
a slightly modified connected components procedure, we select the subgraph containing all
marked nodes as well as those nodes which are within a specified distance of the original
set of marked nodes. Note that the algorithm’s level of speculative aggressiveness can be
varied based on the magnitude of this parameter which takes the form of a positive integer.
At the most conservative end of the spectrum, with a horizon of 0, our algorithm would
return only the cells containing observed freespace evidence.
Though we have previously mentioned that this algorithm can be extended to 3D by generalizing the cell complex construction, notice that by instantiating a new 2D complex at
every floor and simply sharing planes and freespace evidence across them, this procedure
can be readily extended to 2.5D as well.
We draw the readers attention the fact that layout representation output by our algorithm is
also entirely topological in nature. The union of all cells contained within a single connected
component represents a disjoint functional space such as a room or hallway. Meanwhile,
doorways, which now act as first-class citizens within this context, can be incorporated after
the fact as special edges joining these otherwise disjoint connected components. Not only
does this model provide a simplified geometric approximation to the building structure, but
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it explicitly models the transitional continuity between each space.

4.3

Semantic Labeling

For any functional interpretation of space, it is important to understand what each region
represents. In our classification scheme, we distinguish between two types of spaces: rooms
and corridors. While this label space may not be comprehensive, we argue that it does capture the general purpose of most types of space – either the space itself acts as a transition,
or the space is itself a terminal point where some particular event or action takes place.
Observe however, that these categories, rooms in particular, can each be readily extended
to include subcategories such as office, kitchen, etc.
The layout estimation algorithms described in the previous section produce a floor plan L
comprised of k disjoint regions parameterized by sets of vertices. For each of the k regions we
can compute several features to describe the particular space, including the area, perimeter
and aspect ratio. Recognizing that the outer boundary of most rooms are typically close
to square, the feature which yields the largest information gain between the two classes
is the Turning distance (Arkin et al., 1991) between the region’s outer boundary, with its
perimeter normalized to 1, and the unit square. This quantity turns out to be quite useful as
it implicitly captures the magnitude of various other attributes at once such as the number
of sides and the aspect ratio.
Using these features, it is possible to use the following classifier to discriminate between the
two types of regions:

h(x) =





if perim(x) < 60 and




turndist(x, square) < 1,






else

room
(4.7)
corridor

An example of a semantically labeled floor plan can be seen in Figure 13c. While this hand
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crafted classifier is quite simple, it does represent a useful baseline against which other,
more sophisticated, schemes could be compared.
We feel it is important to emphasize that in this approach we are not performing semantic
segmentation, but rather a semantic labeling of high-level regions in a water-tight model.
While it may help provide a description of individual observations, semantic segmentation
of a point cloud or an occupancy grid does not produce any abstraction or model that may
be useful for higher-level reasoning.

4.4

Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the efficacy of our proposed methods for inferring semantically meaningful building models, we test them within a number of extended indoor environments.
While we primarily utilize the GRASP MultiCam dataset (Pfrommer and Daniilidis, 2019),
which consists of sequences of depth images, stereo images, and inertial measurements,
we also rely on a supplemental dataset provided by Exyn Technologies, which consists of
panoramic LIDAR scans with corresponding inertial measurements acquired by the robotic
system shown previously in Figure 7.
Figure 13 and Figure 19 show the results of applying the interpretation scheme using the
greedy approach to layout estimation in a batch mode on various datasets. In each of these
cases the system was able to correctly infer the large scale building layout and partition
the space into rooms and corridors. It was also able to correctly detect doorways which
are indicated in each of the figures. These figures also compare the inferred freespace area
with the freespace area that is actually observed to provide an indication of the systems
ability to speculate about unexplored regions. The results show the system’s ability to
infer the presence of structure which is not directly observed. For instance, in Area 3, the
algorithm is able to use the easternmost plane of Rooms 3, 4, and 5, in order to infer the
presence of a back wall in Rooms 6 and 7, and cover the freespace observed in them. Also
notice that the use of these rectangular primitives allows the system to approximate more
complicated structure such as that seen in Room 4 of Area 4, which would have otherwise
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(a)

(b)

Figure 15: A multilevel floorplan (a) constructed using our connected component approach
to layout estimation over the course of an exploratory sequence provided by Exyn Technologies. For comparison against the greedy approach, floorplans produced using the same
connected component method applied to GRASP MultiCam data collected in Area 3 (b)
without a speculation horizion (left) and with a speculation horizon of 1 (right). Green
surfaces correspond to freespace, while red surfaces correspond to boundaries. In (b), we
also visualize the underlying graph complex.
been lost in direct geometric model fitting schemes that would seek to approximate the entire
space with a single cuboid. For a qualitative comparison against our connected components
approach, in Figure 15b we provide the latter’s best reconstruction estimate at the end of
the exploratory sequence in Area 3. Observe that while both provide similar approximations
to the space, the results of our connected component procedure can be varied depending
on how aggressively the speculation parameter is set. We also demonstrate the system’s
ability to generate multiple floorplans for each level of a row home in Figure 15a. Note the
incorporation of non-Manhattan walls in the final reconstruction.
In order to provide a more quantitative evaluation, we compare the dimensions of specific
rooms and corridors within two inferred floorplans to measurements taken using a hand held
laser range finder. Note that these floorplans are produced using the greedy cover approach
to layout estimation. These results, which are presented in Figure 16, indicate that over
all the dimensions that were considered the measurements and the predictions agreed on
average within 2%.
Our last set of experiments involves running the cover-based algorithm in an online manner
at regular intervals (10 - 20 seconds) during a set of sequences to provide an understanding
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ID

(a) Floor Plan A

(b) Floor Plan B

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Avg. ∆
% ∆.

Floor Plan
GT
FP
3.62
3.75
73.15 73.91
3.34
3.32
9.03
8.31
8.46
8.31
12.60 12.73
4.72
4.72
29.99 30.34
8.41
8.38
8.48
8.31
6.33
6.37
9.02
9.06
4.80
4.84
8.44
8.31
4.56
4.56
8.57
8.31
1.47
1.58
0.18
1.98

A
∆
0.13
0.76
0.02
0.72
0.15
0.13
0
0.35
0.04
0.17
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.13
0
0.26
0.11

Floor Plan
GT
FP
2.72
2.66
3.23
3.25
27.13 27.04
2.17
2.10
9.15
9.14
4.61
4.57
3.59
3.58
45.04 45.72
2.02
2.02
2.10
2.10
30.01 30.06
2.00
2.08
3.30
3.31
1.68
1.6

B
∆
0.06
0.02
0.09
0.07
0.01
0.04
0.01
0.68
0
0
0.05
0.08
0.01
0.08

0.09
1.31

Figure 16: Floorplans A and B (left) annotated with locations of ground truth measurements. Differences between ground truth measurements and floor plan estimates are provided in table (right). All values are given in meters.
of how a robots’ concept of the space would evolve as it moved through the environment.
The procedure was carried out in two extended environments and the results are shown in
Figures 17b and 18b. Although both spaces are of roughly the same dimension, 80 × 40
meters, the length of the exploratory path taken through these spaces as well as their
respective topologies are quite different. Sample images taken in both environments can
be seen in Figures 17a and 18a, which provide more context for the types of environments
being explored.
The first environment is an academic building featuring vast hallways, large classrooms,
and highly visible walls. These qualities naturally lead to simpler space, which leads to a
faster convergence and a more accurate model being produced. The second environment is
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an abandoned industrial laboratory and contains a larger number of densely packed interconnected rooms with more built in furniture which occludes the structural wall surfaces.
This more complex structure results in fewer observations of the dominant structure, but
a significant overall increase in the total number of planes detected, and as a result leads
to a more challenging optimization. The sequence is also significantly longer than first
(767 meters vs 247 meters). Nonetheless, despite these challenges the system is still able
to extract the major structural features of the space and produce an estimate for the floor
plan. Observe that as the exploration proceeds and the system learns about more structural
planes it is able to use these to posit more accurate completions of the space. For example the system is able to apprehend the dimensions of neighboring rooms on a corridor by
suggesting that they share some of the same structural walls even when those surfaces are
not directly observed in each room since the optimization algorithm favors simple, regular
explanations.
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(a) Sample Images

(b) Estimated floor plan at t = 1000, 1400, 1600, and 2075 seconds.

Figure 17: Online estimation results for Building A. Total distance traveled = 247 meters.

(a) Sample Images

(b) Estimated floor plan at t = 600, 1000, 2400, and 3926 seconds.

Figure 18: Online estimation results for Building B. Total distance traveled = 767 meters.
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Figure 19: Batch floorplan generation results in several indoor environments. The first
column shows the input provided by our structural SLAM system. The second column
illustrates the difference between occupied, free, and speculated freespace. The third column shows the semantic floor plan with doors, corridors, and rooms highlighted in yellow,
magenta, and cyan respectively.
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4.5

Discussion

In this chapter, we have described two algorithms that can be used to automatically extract
plausible building models of indoor scenes based on the kinds of incomplete 3D data that
an autonomous mobile robot could acquire. The extracted building model is designed to be
useful for subsequent motion planning procedures since it produces water tight explanations
of space that complete partially observed layout surfaces and infer likely regions of freespace.
This ability to better understand the space from limited data allows the system to construct
better motion plans with less data obviating the need to exhaustively explore each corner
of the scene.
Both of described methods for speculative layout estimation exploit an underlying structural SLAM algorithm which provides them with estimates for the salient structural planes
in the environment and construct volumetric explanations using those infinite planes as
boundaries. This allows each system to suggest relationships between rooms that are not
readily evident in the acquired data. While they share this key commonality, they also
share several key differences.
The first algorithm leverages a connection between the layout estimation task and the set
cover problem, reducing one to the other. This enables an effective optimization algorithm
with provable performance guarantees with respect to how well the resulting solution approximates the space. Though its greedy nature leads to a simple linear time optimization
procedure, the algorithm can have difficulty scaling over longer missions. This is due to the
fact that the enumeration of primitives and the subsequent search through the set must be
done from scratch at every timestep. However, in reality, over a sequence of spatiotemporal
observations, changes to the model typically occur in highly local regions around the sensor.
Another outstanding issue is how to enumerate other types of shape primitives other than
cuboids. In the Manhattan case, it is relatively simple to enumerate all the pairs of planes
necessary to form 6 sides of cube. This method however quickly becomes intractable for
enumerating general convex polygonal shapes of arbitrary sidedness.
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In an effort to address these limitations, we devise our second algorithm that exploits the implicit adjacency relationships within cell complexes. This formulation of the problem leads
to a connected component analysis with constraints, which can also be solved in linear time.
We also showcase the fact that the graphical nature of the underlying representation leads to
a natural topological understanding of the space. An additional advantage of this approach
is that the degree of speculation can be varied using a user-defined parameter. Though this
method alleviates some of the concerns surrounding its predecessor, it introduces others.
Chief among these is that those models produced by this algorithm may be slightly more
complex – using more faces than is required to approximate the space – than those produced
by the greedy method which explicitly prioritizes model simplicity. Furthermore, while a
fully online implementation of the 3D generalization is feasible, it may require significant
engineering.
The ability to accurately extract room layout structure is an important first step in scene
interpretation. These results provide context which can be used to inform other semantic
analysis operations such as detecting and positioning furniture and speculating about the
function of different spaces. Ultimately, it helps the autonomous system to apprehend
the scene at a higher level of abstraction and communicate more effectively with human
interlocutors.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Work
In conclusion, we believe that the set of methods presented in this work may act as viable
solutions towards producing compact higher-level representations of indoor environments
that may be useful for robot navigation and planning. Specifically, they are designed to
fuse partial observations of the space collected over the course of exploration into a comprehensive building information model (BIM) of the entire space incrementally over time.
Our structural SLAM procedure, described in Chapter 3, begins by providing an accurate
estimate of the robot trajectory alongside the simplest planar model of the building which
best explains the different planar segments corresponding to walls, floors, and ceilings. This
planar model is then passed to our system for speculative building modeling, described in
Chapter 4, which deduces freespace bounds, infers the presence of higher level semantic
regions, and provides insights as to the nature of space beyond the explored horizons of the
map.
In addition to providing experimental results that support the efficacy of our approach towards online construction of speculative BIMs, we also outline several theoretical extensions
of our work for future investigations that may greatly expand the richness and utility of
our synthesized models. Though it extends beyond the scope of this thesis, the advances
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made in 3D learning in recent years begs the incorporation of detected 3D object models
into our building modeling schemes. Not only would objects greatly expand the richness
of the final product,but their identification within the scene could also greatly serve the
effectiveness of the entire system. In the front end, methods for object detection may be
used to more accurately separate layout from object clutter. Meanwhile, in the back-end,
the presence or absence of different types of objects would likely serve as a much stronger
signal when classifying various disjoint spaces than what is currently used. At the very
least, the inclusion of water-tight object models embedded within the final reconstruction
would better serve subsequent planning algorithms by providing information as to the different interactive elements within the environment. Fortunately, in Section 3.3.2, we have
already described how one might intelligently incorporate 3D object detections within our
model selective SLAM approach, such that their space of data associations and positions
can be explored simultaneously alongside those of the accompanying layout planes in a
way that also respects physical interpenetration constraints. We also note that these same
methods for 3D object detection and modeling may also be adapted for more intelligent
door detection as well.
Ultimately, while we assert that we have either addressed, or at least begun to address, most
of the challenges associated with our problem statement, which we outlined in Chapter 1,
with respect to our original goal, two major avenues of future work still remain.
The first includes the development of a standard benchmark for online freespace prediction.
While our systems qualitatively appear to provide reasonable speculations when compared
to what a human might estimate the space should look like, we still lack a method for explicitly quantifying this notion of accuracy. It is clear that some form of a binary classification
scheme for evaluation is necessary. However, observe that the issue arises when establishing
the ground truth signal. If we take for instance the ground truth BIM of the entire building
for comparison, it is clear that predictions made earlier during the exploration may be quite
inaccurate although they might still be reasonable guesses at the time. On the other hand,
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if the ground truth is taken at some fixed time too near in the future, the system may
receive too much credit for relatively trivial predictions. It is thus our goal to make this
notion of predictive accuracy more concrete such that future methods may be developed
against a well defined benchmark.
The second is that we still require an experiment demonstrating the effectiveness of speculative BIMs for high-performance motion planning into unobserved space as compared to
alternative methods such as (Richter et al., 2018). While the latter addresses this challenge
from the planner point-of-view, asserting that any attempt to directly model the distribution of maps to be computationally intractable due to the large dimensionality and inherent
complexity of the space, we aim to challenge that claim by effectively identifying modes in
the distribution using more advanced perception and mapping methods. Therefore, we
propose an experiment which involves outfitting two equivalent high-performance robotic
platforms with one of the two aforementioned software systems, and measuring the speed
and efficiency with which they explore a set of complex indoor environments over the course
of a given mission. Although we might expect the planning-based approach to be computationally cheaper and to achieve better performance when encountering scenes similar to
those that it had seen during training, we expect our vision-based approach to enable the
computation of much longer trajectories and more efficient global plans across a larger set
of environments.
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